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Granular materials such as sand deposits have anisotropic characteristics due to the gravitational forces during depositional process and various stress histories. These anisotropic characteristics make evaluation of liquefaction resistance of soil very complex. Since obtaining undisturbed soil specimens for laboratory tests from discrete elements like sandy soils is very laborious, the soil specimens are reconstituted in laboratory with regards to the in-situ density of soil. Reconstituting the soil changes the soil fabric or anisotropic characteristics in comparison with field conditions. Many researchers have pointed out that liquefaction resistance is highly influenced by differences in the structure of the soil (or soil fabric) produced by different sample preparation techniques. Liquefaction resistance could vary with different soil fabrics even for the same soil with a specific density.

The objective of this research is to investigate the anisotropy of granular materials and to establish its relation to the liquefaction resistance. Anisotropy can be expressed by the directional mechanical properties of the soil. In order to investigate the effects of the anisotropy on the liquefaction resistance in a quantitative way, uniform medium dense sand specimens were prepared using three different techniques to create the different initial soil fabrics. Undrained cyclic triaxial tests were performed to determine the liquefaction resistance of each soil specimen. A relationship between liquefaction
resistance and the number of cyclic loads was established for three types of specimens with different soil fabrics. The results clearly demonstrate that the preparation methods significantly affect the liquefaction behavior.

After preparation of the soil specimens, vertical and horizontal compression (P) wave velocity and vertical shear (S) wave velocity were measured, and the soil fabric effects on elastic properties of the soil were investigated under dry and saturated conditions. P-wave velocities in both directions showed small difference for all sample preparation techniques except for air pluviated (AP) specimens. AP specimens reflected cross anisotropy. However, S-wave velocities turned out to be very affected by soil-fabric. S-wave promised to distinguish nature of inherent anisotropy with regarding to liquefaction resistance.

Anisotropic elastic constants of soil specimens were recovered quantitatively from elastic wave measurements and consolidation test data. Induced anisotropy due to different preparation techniques was identified by recovered anisotropic constants. The recovered elastic constants were found sufficient to express anisotropy of specimens. Accordingly, by using directional variation of elastic constants, three anisotropy indices were created. The anisotropy indices were then used to create pseudo cyclic stress ratio. Liquefaction cyclic stress ratios of the specimens were normalized with corresponding pseudo cyclic stress ratios. It was observed that the anisotropy effects on liquefaction resistance can be eliminated with those anisotropy indices. It was found that under cyclic loading, anisotropy indices obtained from experimental S-wave measurements were able to express anisotropy of granular materials and a relation to the liquefaction resistance.
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### NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Amplitude of strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Anisotropy index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^E$</td>
<td>Anisotropy index from elastic constants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^S$</td>
<td>Anisotropy index from S-wave measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a, b</td>
<td>Curve fitting parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>Maximum ground surface acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>Air pluviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Pore water pressure parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Grain characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_a$</td>
<td>Compressibility of air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{\text{aw}}$</td>
<td>Compressibility of air-water mixture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_b$</td>
<td>Compressibility of bulk or soil skeleton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_c$</td>
<td>Coefficient of curvature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{ij}$</td>
<td>Constitutive tensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_S$</td>
<td>Compressibility of solid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR</td>
<td>Cyclic stress ratio ($\frac{\sigma_{\text{max}}}{\sigma_{\text{ref}}}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_r$</td>
<td>Correction factor due to the non-similarity of stress conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_w$</td>
<td>Compressibility of water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_u$</td>
<td>Coefficient of uniformity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d, L\text{-it}</td>
<td>Travel distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d$_1$, d$_2$, d$_3$</td>
<td>Direction cosines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{50}$</td>
<td>Mean diameter of grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr</td>
<td>Relative Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^E$</td>
<td>Ratio of longitudinal moduli in vertical and horizontal plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Void ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>Minimum void ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>Maximum void ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_n$</td>
<td>Natural void ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_1$, $E_2$, $E_3$</td>
<td>Longitudinal modulus in principle directions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_0$</td>
<td>Directional longitudinal moduli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_v$</td>
<td>Longitudinal modulus in vertical direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_h$</td>
<td>Longitudinal modulus in horizontal direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_A$</td>
<td>Electrical parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_I$</td>
<td>Electric index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f'$</td>
<td>Frequency of vibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>Wave frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>Formation factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ar{f}$</td>
<td>Shape factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>Average formation factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{m}$</td>
<td>Mean shape factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{mx}$</td>
<td>Maximum shape factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{mn}$</td>
<td>Minimum shape factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_V$</td>
<td>Vertical formation factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_H$</td>
<td>Horizontal formation factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>Shear modulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>Gravitational acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_s$</td>
<td>Specific gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{ij}$</td>
<td>Shear modulus in plane $ij$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_0$</td>
<td>Directional shear moduli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{avg}$</td>
<td>Average shear modulus on all directions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{max}$</td>
<td>Maximum shear modulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_N$</td>
<td>Normalized shear modulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>Ambient stress and vibration history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_p$</td>
<td>Plasticity index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>Bulk modulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{2max}$</td>
<td>Correction factor to express maximum shear modulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_w$</td>
<td>Magnitude of an earthquake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$MT$</td>
<td>Moist tamping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MV Moist vibration
n Porosity
R Nearfield correction factor due to dimensions of bender elements
R Stress ratio
Rd Nearfield correction factor due to wave length
rj Stress reduction factor
rc Factor representing the effects of multidirectional shaking
S Degree of saturation
$S^E$ Ratio of shear moduli in vertical and horizontal plane
$S_i$ Shear wave in direction 1
$S_2$ Shear wave in direction 2
$S_{ij}$ Components of elastic matrix
t Travel time
T Temperature parameter
$V_{Pv}$ Vertical P-wave velocity
$V_{Ph}$ Horizontal P-wave velocity
$V_{Sv}$ Vertical S-wave velocity
$V_a, V_w, V_v$ Volume of air, water, and void, respectively
$V_T, V_S$ Total volume and volume of solid, respectively
$V_{p1}$ P-wave velocity in direction 1
$V_{p3}$ P-wave velocity in direction 3
$V_{pf}$ Fluid wave velocity
$V_s$ S-wave velocity
$V_{s1}$ Corrected S-wave velocity
$V_{s1}^*$ Corrected S-wave velocity due to fine content
u Pore water pressure
$\sigma_0$ Total vertical pressure acting on the soil stratum
$\sigma_0$ Effective vertical pressure in the field
$\sigma_{dl}$ Axial cyclic stress acting on the triaxial specimen
$\sigma_1$ Principle stress in direction 1
$\sigma_3$ Principal stress in direction 3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{ij}$</td>
<td>Stress tensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>Effective confining pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_v$</td>
<td>Volumetric strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_1$</td>
<td>Axial strain in direction 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_2$</td>
<td>Axial strain in direction 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_3$</td>
<td>Axial strain in direction 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_{ij}$</td>
<td>Strain tensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>Minimum dry density of soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>Maximum dry density of soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_d$</td>
<td>Dry density of soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>Wave length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_1$</td>
<td>Lame's constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{ij}$</td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio in direction $i$ due to the force applied in direction $j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>Mass density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{av}$</td>
<td>Average or equivalent uniform cyclic shear stress amplitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>Maximum cyclic shear stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_0$</td>
<td>Octahedral shear stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Theta$</td>
<td>Soil structure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of Problem

Niigata and Alaska earthquakes in 1964 led many researchers to deal with liquefaction problem over the past 30 years. The evaluation techniques of liquefaction resistance of saturated sand deposits have been improved by means of laboratory and in-situ testing techniques.

In the laboratory studies, cyclic triaxial test, cyclic simple shear test, resonant column test, etc., have been conducted to investigate the effects of soil density, gradation, cyclic stress amplitude and other parameters on liquefaction resistance. Since it is very difficult and expensive to obtain completely undisturbed granular specimens from the fields, soil specimens had to be reconstituted in the laboratory with regards to the in-situ density of soil. At the same time, researchers found out that laboratory reconstituted specimens and undisturbed specimens yielded a quite different liquefaction resistance. Furthermore, they realized that different sample preparation techniques in the laboratory produced significantly different liquefaction resistance for the same soil with same density. It is believed that those differences are due to soil fabric or inherent anisotropy created by different sample preparation techniques. Many researchers (Ladd, 1974; Mulilis et al., 1977; Toki et al., 1986; Tatsuoka et al., 1986)* experimentally showed that the liquefaction resistance is highly influenced by differences in the structure of the soil produced by different sample preparation techniques.

*Geotechnique is used as a format model for reference cited.
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De Alba et al. (1984) noticed experimentally that elastic waves are also affected by anisotropy of soils. Ishibashi and Agarwal (1991) and Agarwal and Ishibashi (1992) measured P-wave and S-wave velocities along several directions relative to the principal stress axes in the cubical granular specimens. Their works suggested that the directional wave velocity measurements could identify the anisotropy of the granular materials. In addition, Ishibashi and Kiku (1995) presented three-dimensional discrete element model simulations to relate the effect of initial anisotropy by means of directional elastic moduli to liquefaction resistance. Tokimatsu et al.'s (1986) and Tokimatsu and Uchida (1990) and Stokoe (1997) and Andrus et al.'s (1999) work proposed promising empirical correlations between liquefaction resistance of sand deposits and shear wave velocities measured in the field.

1.2 Scope of Research

In this research, laboratory experiments are conducted to describe anisotropy and to evaluate liquefaction resistance under cyclic loading for a specific soil. Different sample preparation techniques are utilized to obtain different soil fabrics. By measuring P-wave and S-wave velocities in the vertical direction and additional P-wave velocity in the horizontal directions through the specimens, the anisotropy is quantified. Cyclic triaxial test are then conducted to determine liquefaction resistance for each soil sample. The relationship between anisotropy and liquefaction resistance is quantitatively established based on those experimental results.

1.3 Outline of Dissertation

This dissertation is presented in five chapters. This chapter introduces the problem and the objectives of this research. Chapter Two first identifies the liquefaction phenomenon and represents the currently available evaluation techniques of liquefaction
resistance of soils in the field and in the laboratories. Then it gives reviews of published researches related to the subject and makes discussions of the various solutions from the case studies.

In Chapter Three, experimental testing programs chosen for this research are introduced. Since cyclic triaxial test device and pulse transmission method are mainly used in this research, the criteria of the testing devices and their installation process are presented. Some correction factors applied to experimental measurements are introduced and those are quantitatively identified.

Chapter Four represents experimental results and their analyses. In the chapter, the results of experiments are discussed in detail. Based on the results, relationships between anisotropy and liquefaction resistance are quantitatively established.

Finally, conclusions of this research are presented in Chapter Five, and recommendations for future works are pointed out.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

Since the Niigata and Alaska earthquakes in 1964, liquefaction resistance of saturated sand under cyclic loading has been intensively studied. Field and laboratory studies revealed that soil-fabric, or anisotropy of soil, is one of the key factors affecting the liquefaction resistance. One of the most liquefiable granular materials is fully saturated, uniform, loose, medium to fine sand deposits. Therefore, liquefaction evaluation projects are generally focused on that type of soil. In this chapter, anisotropy effects on the liquefaction resistance of loose sand and the developments concerning the recovery of anisotropic characteristics of sands are reviewed.

2.2 Definition of Liquefaction

Mogami and Kubo (1953) coined the term "liquefaction" to signify the behavior of saturated sand deposits during vibration. Liquefaction phenomenon was then dramatically observed during the Niigata and Alaska earthquakes in 1964. Extensive research on liquefaction has started after those two major earthquakes. Seed and Idriss (1982) state that "if a saturated sand is subjected to ground vibrations, it tends to compact and decrease in volume; if drainage is unable to occur, the tendency to decrease in volume results in an increase in pore water pressure and if pore water pressure builds up to the point at which it is equal to overburden pressure, the effective stress becomes zero, the sand loses its strength completely, and it develops a liquefied state."

Numerous studies have been conducted focusing on the assessment of the liquefaction resistance of soils in both laboratory and field studies. The results indicated
that the liquefaction resistance of any soil deposit can be influenced by soil parameters, earthquake characteristics, and environmental factors. These factors are listed below:

**Soil parameters:**
- Stiffness
- Damping characteristics
- Unit weight
- Grain characteristics
- Relative density
- Soil fabric

**Earthquake characteristics:**
- Intensity of ground shaking
- Duration of ground shaking

**Environmental factors:**
- Method of soil formation
- Seismic history
- Geologic history (aging and cementation)
- Lateral earth pressure coefficient
- Effective confining pressure

### 2.3 Methods of Evaluating Liquefaction Resistance of Sands

Field (in-situ) testing as well as laboratory testing procedures have been developed in order to evaluate the liquefaction resistance of soil deposits. The basic purpose of those methodologies is to establish the liquefaction resistance of soils by considering the affecting factors mentioned above.

#### 2.3.1 Cyclic Stress Ratio

For the evaluation of liquefaction resistance in the field as well as in the laboratory, cyclic stress ratio is conveniently used. The cyclic stress ratio generated by an earthquake was first defined by Seed and Peacock (1971) and Seed and Idriss (1971) as:

\[
\left( \frac{\sigma_{\text{eff}}}{\sigma_0} \right) = 0.65 \left( \frac{a_{\text{max}}}{g} \right) \left( \frac{\sigma_0}{\sigma_0} \right) r_d
\]  

(2.1)
where $\tau_{av}$ is the average or equivalent uniform cyclic shear stress amplitude developed by the earthquake. $a_{max}$ is the maximum ground surface acceleration, $g$ is the gravitational acceleration and $\sigma_0$ is the total pressure acting on the soil stratum. $\sigma'_0$ is the effective pressure acting on the soil stratum before the earthquake and $r_d$ is a stress reduction factor due to the flexibility of a soil deposit, which reduces with increasing depth. Due to the nature of earthquakes, the time history of real shear stress shows irregularity. The irregular cyclic shear stress is converted to an equivalent uniform shear stress by 65% of the maximum shear stress for simplification.

Later, the stress ratio $\tau_{av}/\sigma'_0$ in the field was modified by Seed (1979) and Yoshimi (1989) in terms of cyclic triaxial test parameters as:

$$\left( \frac{\tau_{av}}{\sigma'_0} \right)_{field} = C_r \left( \frac{\sigma_{dl}}{2\sigma'_0} \right)_{max} \quad (2.2)$$

$$C_r = \frac{1 + 2K_0}{3} \quad (2.3)$$

where $r_c$ is a factor representing the effects of multidirectional shaking with a value from 0.9 to 1.0. $C_r$ is a correction factor due to the non-similarity of stress conditions between the field and laboratory triaxial tests ($K_0$ effect). $\sigma_{dl}$ is axial cyclic stress acting on the triaxial specimen due to cyclic loading.

In the laboratory triaxial test, the specimen is saturated and consolidated under a certain confining pressure and then subjected to uniform cyclic axial stresses. The axial cyclic stress ($\sigma_{dl}$) generates the maximum shear stress condition on a plane of 45° in the specimen with a maximum shear stress of $\sigma_{dl}/2$. When a certain axial strain is exceeded, or pore water pressure ($u$) builds-up until $u$ becomes equal to the initially applied effective stress ($\sigma'_0$), the state of liquefaction will be developed. The critical axial strain
of 5% double amplitude (DA) is usually used for loose and medium sand specimens. This state has been defined as “initial liquefaction” or simply “liquefaction.” When the initial liquefaction takes place, especially for loose sand, a large amount of deformation occurs just before the magnitude of pore water pressure and confining pressure becomes equal (complete liquefaction).

Correlation between the magnitude of an earthquake and the number of cyclic shear stress was established by Seed et al. (1985) and is shown in Table 2.1. Several cyclic loading tests must be conducted under different values of cyclic stress to establish the relationship between the cyclic stress ratio to cause liquefaction and the number of load cycles for a given soil with a given density. A typical liquefaction curve is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Table 2.1 Correlation between magnitude of an earthquake and number of cyclic stresses (Seed et al., 1985)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Earthquake Magnitude M</th>
<th>Number of Representative Cycles a $0.65 \tau_{\text{max}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-1/2</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-1/2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-3/4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-1/4</td>
<td>2-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.1 A typical example of liquefaction resistance curve

2.3.2 In-situ Evaluation Methods

Field measured values reflect all soil parameters and the environmental factors, which the soil possesses in an undisturbed condition. Field tests do not require the sampling of specimens. Especially for sand and gravel deposits, obtaining high-quality undisturbed specimens requires extremely difficult and expensive procedures such as in-situ freezing methods (Yoshimi et al., 1984 and 1989). In addition, to represent the properties of one specific soil deposit from laboratory tests, it requires large volumes of the soil sampling. Therefore, in-situ testing methods are economically feasible for the measurement of soil properties that correlate to liquefaction resistance in usual situations.

The most popular field tests are the Standard Penetration Test (SPT) and the Cone Penetration Test (CPT). These two tests have been successfully applied for the evaluation of the cyclic strength of sands in terms of cyclic stress ratios shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 (Ishihara, 1993).
However, in-situ testing methods can not simulate the pore water pressure generation and dissipation mechanisms that occur during earthquake vibrations, and those play a highly influential role on the liquefaction phenomenon. The soil parameters have to be identified by empirical correlation or theoretical analysis; these parameters can not be measured individually in the field tests.

Figure 2.2. Cyclic stress ratio of sands based on the normalized SPT N value (Ishihara, 1993)
Figure 2.3 Cyclic stress ratio of sands based on the normalized CPT $q_c$ value (Ishihara, 1993)
2.3.3 Laboratory Cyclic Loading Tests

As mentioned previously, field tests have some limitations. Specific soil properties need to be investigated thoroughly in laboratory conditions. Various parameters which affect the liquefaction resistance of fully saturated sands under cyclic loading conditions have been thoroughly investigated through various types of laboratory cyclic tests. Commonly used cyclic laboratory tests are:

1) cyclic triaxial test
2) cyclic simple shear test
3) cyclic torsional shear test
4) shaking table test

Some basic differences among these tests are how to model the dynamic behaviors of soil based on the initial stress and the cyclic loading condition. Factors such as the initial stress, the pore water drainage condition, the density and the sample preparation technique have been investigated using those cyclic devices.

In this research, a laboratory dynamic triaxial test apparatus is used on reconstituted sand specimens. Although the cyclic triaxial test has some disadvantages, like non-similarity to in-situ stress and no rotation of principle stress axes, it has a simple mechanism and is widely used in engineering practice. It makes sample preparation easier than other types of cyclic shear devices. The cyclic triaxial setup and the basic mechanism will be discussed in Section 3.3.1.

2.4 Anisotropy of Granular Materials

Granular materials such as sand deposits have anisotropic characteristics due to gravity, formation process and various stress histories. It has been shown that the liquefaction resistance of sand is highly affected by seismic history (Seed et al., 1975),
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aging (Seed, 1979 and Schmertman, 1992), in-situ lateral stress conditions \([K_0\text{ conditions}]\) (Seed and Peacock., 1971), and soil structure (Ladd, 1974; Mullilus et al., 1977; Nemet-Nasser and Tobita, 1982; Nemet-Nasser and Takahasmi, 1984; Ochiai et al., 1984; De Alba et al., 1984; Toki et al., 1986; and Tatsuaka et al., 1986; and Ashraf et al., 1991).

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2.4 A comparison of liquefaction characteristics between in-situ frozen samples and tube samples (Yoshimi et al., 1989)

In order to investigate anisotropic effects on the liquefaction resistance, high-quality undisturbed specimens have been used for laboratory testing. These specimens allow a more reliable and accurate evaluation of the cyclic strength. Granular materials do not have cohesion, and thus the physical molecular forces between particles within
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substances that unite them do not exist. Therefore, advanced sampling techniques are required. In-situ freezing, one type of advanced sampling techniques, is used for sands (Yoshimi et al., 1984 and 1989). Figure 2.4 shows a distinguishable difference between the specimens obtained by the freezing technique and a conventional sampling method in regard to the cyclic stress ratio versus number of cycles to reach the state of liquefaction. Obtaining and handling undisturbed specimens of granular materials is difficult and highly expensive. The freezing procedure is primarily used, therefore, for very essential construction projects.

Previous studies indicated that the initial density of soils has a major effect on the liquefaction and the settlement characteristics. If other factors remain unchanged, increasing the density of one specific soil increases the liquefaction resistance. In the laboratory cyclic tests, however, different sample preparation techniques have given quite different liquefaction resistance even for a same soil with a same density. The pioneering works of Ladd (1974) and Mulilis et al. (1977) shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 pointed out that using different preparation techniques created different soil fabric and that these techniques influenced the liquefaction resistance significantly. The soil density was kept the same but preparation techniques were changed. Ladd suggested that the structure of sand should be considered as a very important factor; thus to reduce the effects of reconstituted structure on the laboratory cyclic strength, undisturbed specimens should be used if possible.
Figure 2.5 Relationship between the cyclic stress ratio and number of cycles for differently prepared specimens (Ladd, 1974)
Mulilis et al. (1977) attempted to explain the effects of soil fabric on liquefaction. In their extensive experimental research, eleven different preparation techniques were used. The effects of air-pluviation, moist-tamping and moist-vibration techniques on the liquefaction resistance were extensively examined. The weakest specimens were created by pluviating the soil through air (air-pluviation), while the strongest ones were by vibrating soil in a moist condition (moist vibration).

They verified their assumption by means of the distribution of density, x-ray analysis and the electrical conductivity of the specimens. Qualitative x-ray analyses were
used for observing the fabric diagram and determining the statistical orientation of contacts between grains.

Figure 2.7 Relationship between the cyclic stress ratio and the formation factor (Mulilis et al., 1977)
Table 2.2 Comparison of undisturbed and remolded strength (Mulilis et al., 1977)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm (1)</th>
<th>Project (2)</th>
<th>Ratio of undisturbed to remolded strength (3)</th>
<th>Soil type (4)</th>
<th>Method of remolding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Woodward-Clyde (Oakland, Calif.)</td>
<td>South Texas</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Silty fine, $D_{50}=0.07$ mm-0.27 mm</td>
<td>Moist tamping, %-in. diameter tamping foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodward-Clyde (Orange, Calif.)</td>
<td>San Onofre</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>Well-graded coarse to fine sand, 15%-No. 200 sieve slightly cemented</td>
<td>Moist tamping, %-in. diameter tamping foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California Berkeley, California</td>
<td>Blue Hills Texas</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>Uniform fine silty sand, $D_{50}=0.4$ mm, 8%-15%—No. 200 sieve</td>
<td>Moist tamping, %-in. diameter tamping foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dames &amp; Moore (San Francisco, California)</td>
<td>Allens Creek (heat sink area)</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>Fine silty clayey sand, $D_{50}=0.03$ mm-1.6 mm, 0%-40%—No. 200 sieve</td>
<td>Moist tamping, 1-in. diameter tamping foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dames &amp; Moore (San Francisco, California)</td>
<td>Allens Creek (plant area)</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>Fine silty clayey sand, $D_{50}=0.03$ mm-1.6 mm, 0%-40%—No. 200 sieve</td>
<td>Moist tamping, 1-in. diameter tamping foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converse-Davis</td>
<td>Perris Dam</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>Clayey sand, LL = 26, PI = 11, 44%—No. 200 sieve</td>
<td>Moist tamping, %-in. diameter. tamping foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law Engineering and Testing</td>
<td>Florida sand</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>Silty sand with shells</td>
<td>Dry vertical vibrations, frequency = 120 cps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterways Experiment Station</td>
<td>Ft. Peck Dam (foundation)</td>
<td>1.65-1.80</td>
<td>Uniform fine silty sand</td>
<td>Dry rodding (3/8-in. diameter. foot), followed by static compaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterways Experiment Station</td>
<td>Ft. Peck Dam (shell)</td>
<td>1.70-2.00</td>
<td>Uniform fine to medium sand</td>
<td>Dry rodding (3/8-in. diameter foot), followed by static compaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Electrical conductivity measurements were also used to characterize the pore structure of specimens. Sand particles are not electrically conductive, especially when clean. In the electrical conductivity test, the voids of the sand specimens were saturated with an electrolyte, 0.001N NaCl, so that the conductivity of the fully saturated soil specimen was able to be measured in a direction by an impedance comparator. Taking the magnitude of conductivity of 0.001N NaCl solution as a reference, a formation factor (F) was identified. F is the ratio of the conductivity of the NaCl solution to the one of the soil.
specimen saturated by the same solution. The results concluded that there is a linear relationship between the cyclic stress ratio and the formation factor as seen in Figure 2.7. It is, therefore, concluded that the formation factor could recover the effects of the soil fabric on the cyclic stress ratio.

Mulilis et al. (1977) compared data of the liquefaction resistance of reconstituted specimens with undisturbed specimens of different sands as seen in Table 2.2. It was suggested that although some disturbance occurred during sampling, the liquefaction resistance of the samples prepared by moist tamping or moist vibrating might be similar to the liquefaction characteristics of the undisturbed specimens.

Based on the works of Mulilis et al. (1977) and other similar studies, Arulmoli and Arulanandan (1994) proposed an electrical method for a correlation between the cyclic stress ratio and electrical parameters. Since soil samples were considered to be transversely isotropic, the formation factor was determined in both vertical and horizontal directions. It was pointed out that the formation factor (F) is function of void ratio, the shape of grain particle, contact orientation and grain size distribution based on experimental results. The following parameters were defined:

Anisotropy index:

$$A = \sqrt{\frac{F_v}{F_h}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

Average formation factor:

$$\bar{F} = \frac{(F_v + 2F_h)}{3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)
where $F_v$ and $F_h$ are vertical and horizontal formation factors, respectively. Considering particle shapes and porosity ($n$), the following empirical correlation was found among $F$, $n$, and $f$ (shape factor):

$$F = n \cdot f$$

$$f_m = \frac{f_{\text{max}} + f_{\text{min}}}{2}$$

$f$ depends on the shape of the particles and on the orientation of the particles.

For practical purposes, $f$ is determined as the negative slope of the log $F$ - log $n$ plot as given in Equation 2.6, and $f_{\text{max}}$ and $f_{\text{min}}$ are the values of $f$ at maximum and minimum values of porosities for a specimen.

It was found that the liquefaction resistance of soil specimens varies with $A$, $F$ and $f_m$. The summary of these correlations is shown in Table 2.3. An electrical parameter (EA) and electric index (EI) were then defined in the following equations:

$$EA = \frac{A^3}{(F \cdot f_m)}$$

$$EI = \left(\frac{F}{A \cdot f_m}\right)^{1/2}$$

In addition, by using an empirical relationship between the dynamic shear modulus, $G$, and the effective confining pressure ($\sigma_0$) given by Seed and Idriss (1970), correlation of $K_{2\text{max}}$ to the electrical index (EI) was established as shown in Figure 2.8, in which maximum shear modulus is represented by $G_{\text{max}}=1000x K_{2\text{max}} (\sigma_0)^{1/2}$. $K_{2\text{max}}$ is the function of void ratio, age of deposit, and in-situ stress ($K_o$) condition.
Table 2.3 Laboratory measurements of cyclic stress ratio required to cause liquefaction with electrical parameter $A^3 / \bar{F} \bar{J}_m$ (Arulmoli and Arulanandan, 1994)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand Type</th>
<th>Method Of Preparation</th>
<th>Porosity $n$</th>
<th>n Average Formation Factor, $\bar{F}$</th>
<th>Anisotropy Index, $A$</th>
<th>Cyclic Stress Ratio to Cause Liquefaction ($\pm \theta_0/2\theta_0$) in.</th>
<th>Reference for Cyclic Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monterey O Sand</td>
<td>Moist Tamping</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.400 0.330 0.305 0.280 0.270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dry Pluviation</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.260 0.230 0.215 0.200 0.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>1.027</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.350 0.305 0.290 0.265 0.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>1.025</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>... 0.455 0.410 0.345 ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottawa C-109° Sand</td>
<td>Dry Pluviation</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.185 0.170 0.165 0.160 0.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>0.277 0.232 0.217 0.200 0.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.370 0.270 0.237 0.210 0.203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Diamond Sand</td>
<td>Dry Pluviation</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>1.035</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.252 0.195 0.170 0.145 0.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moist Tamping</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.417 0.350 0.315 0.265 0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigata Site Sand</td>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.091</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.150 0.145 0.140 0.138 ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>1.107</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.157 0.140 0.132 ... ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>1.148</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.132 0.118 0.106 0.100 0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Belford Sand</td>
<td>Moist Tamping</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.328 0.287 0.270 0.250 0.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.495 0.435 0.408 0.382 0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>... ... ... 0.485 0.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawson’s Landing Site Sand</td>
<td>Pluviation Through Water</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>1.031</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.255 0.225 0.212 0.195 0.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>1.032</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.305 0.275 0.258 0.240 0.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>1.032</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.350 0.320 0.285 0.260 0.255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5 Elastic Wave Speed Measurement

Elastic-waves passing through soils are affected by the mechanical properties of soils. Wave speed measurements, which are low-strain tests, can be conducted without compromising the stress history of the soils. If an approximate magnitude of strain falls into the range between $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-5}$, the range is acceptable to determine elastic characteristics of soils (Ishihara, 1996). Many applications of wave speed measurements have been developed in the field and laboratory. Elastic constants, such as longitudinal modulus and shear modulus, have been determined from wave speed measurements in...
different directions. These measurements and recovered elastic constants have been used to quantitatively identify soil anisotropy.

In the laboratory, elastic constants of granular materials have been measured by means of the resonant column test (Hardin and Richart, 1963), plate-hammer impact test with accelerometers (Schmertman, 1977), a motor driven excitor (Roesler, 1979) and pulse transmission by piezoelectric transducers (De Alba et al., 1984; Ishibashi and Agarwal (1991), Agarwal and Ishibashi (1992); Nakagawa et, al. 1996 and 1997; Zeng and Ni, 1998 and 1999). The pulse transmission method by piezoelectric transducer has been proved to be applicable to evaluate elastic waves and this system can be installed easily in a triaxial setup. The pulse transmission, thus, has become the most popular method to measure elastic waves propagating in soils in the laboratory.

Nakagawa et al. (1996) compared laboratory elastic shear wave velocities measured by the resonant column method (RCM) and the pulse transmission method (PTM) to in-situ wave velocities. Laboratory PTM gave very similar results to the in-situ values for both sands and clays as shown in Figure 2.9.
In this research, the pulse transmission method is used to measure the elastic wave velocities through the soil specimens.

2.6 Liquefaction and Wave Velocity Measurement

2.6.1 Directional Wave Velocities and Anisotropy


Schmertman (1977) applied isotropic (R=1) and anisotropic (R=3) ambient stress and conducted wave speed measurements in both vertical and horizontal directions on a
sand specimen prepared by the air-pluviation technique. R is the ratio of the major to minor effective principle stresses \((\sigma_1/\sigma_3)\). The results of the wave velocity measurements are given in Table 2.4 and Figure 2.10. According to the results, the soil specimens obtained by air-pluviation show inherent and stress induced anisotropy in terms of compressional (P) wave velocities as formulated by:

\[
\frac{V_{p1}}{V_{p3}} = 0.89R^{n-2} \tag{2.10}
\]

where \(n\) is porosity and was 0.5 in his experiment, and \(V_{p1}\) and \(V_{p3}\) are compressional wave velocities in axial and radial directions, respectively. Under isotropic stress condition, \((\sigma_1=\sigma_3 \text{ or } R=1)\), the ratio of \(V_{p1}\) to \(V_{p3}\) was 0.89. Likewise, the ratio of shear waves \((S_1/S_3)\) was 0.79 when \(R=1\). It showed that inherent and stress induced anisotropy existed and was identified by wave speed measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>Propagation Direction (degrees)</th>
<th>S-Wave</th>
<th>P-wave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Velocity m/s</td>
<td>Std Dev m/s</td>
<td>Num</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4 Average adjusted wave velocities in Schertman's experiment (1977)
Figure 2.10 Effects of inherent and stress-induced anisotropy on elastic waves
(Schmertman, 1977)

De Alba (1984) experimentally showed relationships between the elastic wave velocities and the liquefaction resistance of sands in terms of different sample preparation methods as seen in Figures 2.11 and 2.12. In his study, six different sands and three different preparation methods were used to show the effects of soil fabrics on the liquefaction resistance. The range of relative density was between 50% and 80%. Before soil specimens were saturated, shear and compressional waves were attempted to be measured by the pulse transmission method, but compressional waves could not be detected with the compression/expansion piezoelectric transducers until a saturation degree exceeded more than 99%. According to the results of De Alba's work, fluid wave velocity ($V_{pf}$) as well as shear wave velocity ($V_s$) showed a sensitivity of different fabrics.
and had good relationships to the liquefaction resistance of soil specimens prepared by different preparation techniques. It was suggested that to simulate the dynamic characteristics of a soil deposit by using the reconstituted soil specimen, laboratory and field measurements of elastic-wave velocities should be considered. However, it was mentioned that those measurements were not enough to identify relationship between soil structure and the liquefaction resistance, and thus other soil parameters should be considered.

Ishibashi and Agarwal (1991) and Agarwal and Ishibashi (1992) measured P-wave and S-wave velocities along several directions relative to the principal stress axis in the cubical granular specimens. They modified the pulse transmission setup to detect elastic waves in dry granular media. The granular specimens were considered transversely isotropic and anisotropic dynamic elastic constants were recovered based on the elastic wave propagation theory and the experimental measurements. It was suggested that the anisotropy of granular materials could be identified by dynamic elastic constants.

Ishibashi and Kiku (1995) conducted a three dimensional discrete element model simulation to identify the effect of initial anisotropy on the liquefaction resistance. In the simulation study, directional longitudinal moduli \((E_v)\) and shear moduli \((G_v)\) were computed for the specimen, and it was noticed that those parameters significantly affect the liquefaction resistance but with different magnitudes. They suggested a parameter, \(G_{avg}(E_v/E_h)^3\), would be an influential parameter on liquefaction as shown in Figures 2.13 and 2.14, where \(G_{avg}\) is the average shear modulus on all directions, and \(E_v\) and \(E_h\) are the longitudinal moduli in vertical and horizontal directions, respectively.
Figure 2.11 Shear-wave velocity versus the liquefaction resistance (De Alba et al., 1984)

Figure 2.12 Fluid-wave velocity versus liquefaction resistance (De Alba et al., 1984)
Figure 2.13 Liquefaction resistance under uniform cyclic strains (Ishibashi and Kiku, 1995)

Figure 2.14 Normalized liquefaction resistance under uniform cyclic strains (Ishibashi and Kiku, 1995)
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2.6.2 Evaluation of Liquefaction Resistance with Shear Wave Velocity

The pioneering work of Hardin and Richart (1963) found that shear modulus of sand is a function of void ratio and the n\textsuperscript{th} power of effective confining pressure. The empirical relationship among \( V_S \) (shear wave velocity), \( G \) (shear modulus), void ratio, and effective confining pressure are shown in Figure 2.15. The shear wave velocity and the dynamic shear modulus for dry round sands were expressed by the following equations:

\[
V_S = [170 - 78.2e](\sigma )^{0.25} \quad \text{for } e < 80\% 
\]  

\[
G = \frac{2630(2.17 - e)^2}{1 + e}(\sigma )^{0.5} 
\]

where \( V_S \) is shear wave velocity in ft/sec, \( e \) is void ratio, \( \sigma \) is effective confining pressure in lb/in\(^2\) and \( G \) is dynamic shear modulus in lb/in\(^2\). Similar correlations for the angular-grained materials were proposed as:

\[
V_S = [159 - 53.5e](\sigma )^{0.25} 
\]  

\[
G = \frac{2630(2.97 - e)^2}{1 + e}(\sigma )^{0.5} 
\]

After Hardin and Richart (1963), Hardin and Black (1968) investigated many other expected affecting parameters on shear modulus. They specified shear modulus as:

\[
G = A \cdot F(e) \cdot g(\sigma ') 
\]  

\[
A = f(H,S,\tau_0,C,a,f,\theta,T) 
\]

Where \( A \) is a function of several parameters: \( H \), ambient stress and vibration history; \( S \), degree of saturation; \( \tau_0 \), octahedral shear stress; \( C \), grain characteristics; \( a \), amplitude of strain; \( f \), frequency of vibration; \( \theta \), soil structure; and \( T \), temperature parameter. \( F(e) \) is a
function of void ratio. Since then, numerous empirical relations have been established for different soils as shown in Table 2.5 (Ishihara, 1996).

Imai (1977) analyzed in-situ specimens using hundreds of P-wave and S-wave velocities measured in Japan, and showed that P-wave velocities ranged from 1700 to 1800 m/sec for soils with N-values varying between 5 to 200. He pointed out that the fluid P-wave velocity was almost unrelated to the stiffness of a soil skeleton, but S-wave velocities showed a satisfactory correlation to the liquefaction resistance. This correlation led many researchers to work on formulating the liquefaction resistance of soils in terms of $V_S$ velocity and shear modulus.

Figure 2.15 Correlation of shear wave velocity and shear modulus with the void ratio and the confining pressure for dry sands (Hardin and Richart, 1963)
Table 2.5 Constants in proposed empirical equations on small strain shear modulus:

\[ G_0 = A F(e) (\sigma_0')^n \] (Ishihara, 1996)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>( F(e) )</th>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>Soil Material</th>
<th>Test Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlin-Richart (1963)</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>((2.17 - e)^2 / (1 + e))</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Round grained Ottawa sand</td>
<td>Resonant column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3300</td>
<td>((2.97 - e)^2 / (1 + e))</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Angular grained crushed quartz</td>
<td>Resonant column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shibata-Soetsumo (1973)</td>
<td>42000</td>
<td>((67 - e)^2 / (1 + e))</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Three kinds of clean sand</td>
<td>Ultrasonic pulse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iwasaki et al. (1978)</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>((2.17 - e)^2 / (1 + e))</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>Eleven kinds of clean sand</td>
<td>Resonant column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kokaishi (1980)</td>
<td>8400</td>
<td>((2.17 - e)^2 / (1 + e))</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Toyoura sand</td>
<td>Cyclic triaxial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu-Richart (1984)</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>((2.97 - e)^2 / (1 + e))</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Three kinds of clean sand</td>
<td>Resonant column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardin-Black (1968)</td>
<td>3300</td>
<td>((2.97 - e)^2 / (1 + e))</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Kaolinite, etc.</td>
<td>Resonant column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsuura-Wahls (1972)</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>((2.17 - e)^2 / (1 + e))</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Kaolinite</td>
<td>Resonant column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>450</td>
<td>((4.4 - e)^2 / (1 + e))</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Bentonite, ( I_p = 60 )</td>
<td>Resonant column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen-Umehara (1978)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>((2.97 - e)^2 / (1 + e))</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Remolded clay, ( I_p = 0 \sim 50 )</td>
<td>Resonant column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kokaishi et al. (1982)</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>((7.32 - e)^2 / (1 + e))</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Undisturbed clay, ( I_p = 40 \sim 85 )</td>
<td>Cyclic Triaxial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* \( \sigma' \) : kPa. ** \( I_p \) : Plasticity Index

After proving the dependency among the soil parameters and shear wave velocities, Tokimatsu et al. (1986 and 1990) created the definition of normalized shear modulus as:

\[
G_N = \frac{G_0}{(\sigma_0')^n F(e_{\text{min}})}
\] (2.17)

where \( G_0 \) is the shear modulus specified in Equation 2.15. The constant \( n \) was defined as 0.5 by Hardin and Richart (1963), but they chose \( n \) as 2/3 because it provided a better...
correlation. \( F(e_{min}) \) is a function of minimum void ratio representing the effect of soil density. By substituting, Eq.2.15 to Eq.2.17, and \( G_N \) becomes:

\[
G_N = A \left[ \frac{F(e)}{F(e_{mn})} \right]
\]

(2.18)

\[
F(e) = \frac{(2.17 - e)^2}{(1 + e)}
\]

(2.19)

where \( F(e)/F(e_{mn}) \) shows the effect of density, and \( e_{min} \) is the minimum void ratio of soil. "A" represents the effects of soil fabric created by stress and strain histories and is defined from 500 to 900 when effective confining pressure and \( G_0 \) were in kgf/cm\(^2\). It was concluded that after the corrections, no matter the kind of soil type or confining pressure, the normalized shear modulus has a positive parallel relationship with the liquefaction resistance for Toyoura and Niigata sands as seen in Figure 2.16.

Based on the work of Tokimatsu et al. (1986) and Tokimatsu and Uchida (1990), another empirical correlation between cyclic stress ratio (CSR) and shear wave velocity was given by Andruss (1999). An extensive research was conducted based on field data consisting of 70 different sites and 26 different earthquakes covering from clean fine sand to sandy gravel with cobbles as seen in Figure 2.17. The empirical correlation of the cyclic stress ratio to shear wave velocity was expressed in the following special equation

\[
CSR = \left\{ a \left( \frac{C \nu_s}{100} \right)^2 + b \left( \frac{1}{\nu_s - C \nu_s} - \frac{1}{\nu_s} \right) \right\} \left( \frac{M_w}{7.5} \right)^{-2.56}
\]

(2.20)

where \( M_w \) is the magnitude of an earthquake, and the range of magnitude is from 5.9 to 8.3 on the Richter scale. \( C \) is the correction factor due to the causes of aging, cementation and negative pore water pressure. "a" and "b" are curve fitting parameters and are defined as 0.022 and 2.8, respectively. \( \nu_s \) is the corrected shear wave velocity in the field in terms of effective overburden pressure (\( \sigma_s^* \)). It is shown as:
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where V s is the real field shear wave velocity through soil deposits under the water table.
Pa is 100 kPa or atmospheric pressure approximately I atm, and o' is the effective
overburden pressure. The following
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Figure 2.16 Correlation between normalized shear modulus and liquefaction cyclic stress
ratio (Tokimatsu and Uchida, 1990)
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Figure 2.17 Empirical correlation between cyclic stress ratio (CSR) and shear wave velocity (Andrus, 1999)

In summary, according to good relationships between $V_S$ and the liquefaction resistance of soil by field data (Andrus and Stokoe, 1997, Andrus, 1999), and by laboratory experimental data (De Alba et al., 1984), it can be concluded that anisotropy of soil are significantly related to shear wave velocities and shear modulus.

Concerning the fact that the density of a soil deposit alone is not enough to evaluate the dynamic characteristics of soil, reconstituted soil specimens can not fully represent inherent anisotropy of the soil in the field. Nevertheless, by using a correlation between field and laboratory shear wave velocity measurements, the gap can be closed.
Lastly, existing empirical formulations of shear modulus and shear wave velocity by means of void ratio and effective confining stress need to be improved and should be combined with a factor including soil fabric or the effect of anisotropy.
CHAPTER 3
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Introduction

The focus of this research is to quantitatively determine the anisotropic characteristics of granular materials and to establish their relationship to the liquefaction resistance. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the liquefaction resistance could vary due to the initial soil fabrics (anisotropy) even for the same soil with a specific density. Anisotropy can be expressed by the directional mechanical properties of the soil, such as longitudinal moduli, shear moduli, and Poisson's ratios. In order to investigate the effects of the anisotropy on the liquefaction resistance in a quantitative way, the following experiments were carried out:

- Properties of the sand used in this research were determined.
- Three different specimen preparation techniques, air pluviation (AP), moist tamping (MT), and moist vibration (MV) were employed to investigate the different initial soil fabrics.
- Specimens were fully saturated and consolidated under the same effective stress, and undrained cyclic triaxial tests were performed to determine the liquefaction resistance of each soil specimen.
- After the specimen was prepared, elastic wave velocities were measured by means of a pulse transmission method during saturation process, and before cyclic triaxial test.
- Isotropic consolidation tests were conducted to determine the compressibility of each specimen.
• During the consolidation tests, elastic wave velocities were also measured to examine the effects of effective consolidation stress and saturation.

• To obtain comprehensive information about the saturation and effective confining stress on the characteristics of elastic waves, each specimen was subjected to different effective confining stresses under dry and saturated conditions.

In this chapter, details on the soil sample, the experimental setups and the tests procedures are explained.

3.2 Properties of Material

One of the most liquefiable granular materials is fully saturated, uniform and loose fine to medium sand deposits. Therefore, a uniform medium dense sand was chosen for the testing program. The properties of the material are given in the following sections.

3.2.1 Grain Size Distribution

Virginia Beach (VB) sand was used in this study. A sieve analysis was performed to determine the grain size distribution of the VB sand and is presented in Figure 3.1. Based on the characteristics of the grain size distribution, VB sand is a uniformly graded, subangular sand. Previous studies confirmed that there is a considerable fine-content effect on the liquefaction resistance. The material contains less than 0.74% fine. Therefore, the effect of fine content on the liquefaction resistance is considered to be insignificant in this study.
Table 3.1 Material characteristics of VA Beach sand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USCS Parameters</th>
<th>Dry Unit Weight</th>
<th>Specific Gravity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_{50}$ (mm)</td>
<td>$C_u$</td>
<td>$C_e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>2.044</td>
<td>0.914</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.1 The grain size distribution of Virginia Beach sand

3.2.2 Index Properties

The laboratory classification parameters, the coefficient of uniformity, and the coefficient of curvature are given in Table 3.1. According to Unified Soil Classification System (USCS), the range of grain size for the sand is between 4.75 and 0.075 mm. Virginia Beach sand falls in this range. The uniform coefficient ($C_u$) is less than 6, and the coefficient of curvature ($C_e$) is less than one. All these indicate that Virginia Beach...
sand is uniformly graded sand. The specific gravity ($G_s$) of the sand was determined as $2.685 \pm 0.012$.

### 3.2.3 Relative Density

The maximum and minimum dry densities were determined in accordance with ASTM D4253-83 and D4254-83 for the five dry soil specimens. The minimum and maximum dry densities are $\gamma_{d_{\text{min}}} = 92.142 \pm 0.108$ lb/ft$^3$ and $\gamma_{d_{\text{max}}} = 105.384 \pm 0.106$ lb/ft$^3$, respectively. Relative density ($D_r$) was determined by the following equation:

$$D_r = \left( \frac{1}{\gamma_{d_{\text{min}}}} - \frac{1}{\gamma_{d_{\text{max}}}} \right) \times 100\%$$

where $e_{\max}$ and $e_{\min}$ are void ratios of the soil in the loosest and the densest conditions, respectively, and $e_n$ is the current void ratio of the soil. The minimum ($e_{\min}$) and maximum ($e_{\max}$) void ratios of VB sand were determined to be 0.590 and 0.819, respectively. The relative density describes the denseness of granular soils based on the current void ratio, and this relates approximately to many engineering properties such as strength and stiffness. Therefore, it is one of the key parameters to identify the liquefaction resistance of the soil as shown in Figure 3.2 (De Alba et al., 1975).

In this study, the relative density of the reconstituted specimens was chosen to be 50% which represents a loose to medium-dense material; in other words, the void ratio ($e_n$) of each specimen should be 0.705. Since the grain size distribution emphasizes a uniformity of VB sand, there is a very close range between the maximum and minimum dry densities. The relative densities of each specimen had to be between 48% and 52% to be accepted. Otherwise, specimen was rejected.
In order to obtain the desired relative density, the changes of the diameter and height of soil specimens were investigated. It was observed that during trials of preparations of soil specimens, readings of diameters of specimens fell in between 2.800 to 2.815 inch. It was figured out that preparation techniques affected the dimension of diameter. Especially, the tamping rod for moist tamping technique and the surcharge load for moist vibration technique push the membrane in lateral direction. The specimens were 2.2046 lbs of air-dried Virginia Beach sand for AP specimens and 2.1561 lbs for MT and MV specimens. By considering the dry weight and the minimum and maximum diameters of soil specimens, the desired heights of the specimens were calculated as shown in Table 3.2 and 3.3. It was observed that the relative densities of specimens were very sensitive by small changes in the dimensions of the specimens.

Figure 3.2 Relationship between relative density and liquefaction resistance (De Alba et al., 1975)
Table 3.2 Geometric and index parameters of AP specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dr</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>( \gamma_{ary} )</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Minimum Diameter</th>
<th>Maximum Diameter</th>
<th>Maximum Height</th>
<th>Minimum Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>lb/ft³</td>
<td>lb.</td>
<td>ft³</td>
<td>In.</td>
<td>In.</td>
<td>in.</td>
<td>in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>70.94</td>
<td>98.06</td>
<td>2.2046</td>
<td>0.0225</td>
<td>2.8000</td>
<td>2.8150</td>
<td>6.3095</td>
<td>6.2425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>70.71</td>
<td>98.19</td>
<td>2.2046</td>
<td>0.0225</td>
<td>2.8000</td>
<td>2.8150</td>
<td>6.3011</td>
<td>6.2341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>70.48</td>
<td>98.32</td>
<td>2.2046</td>
<td>0.0224</td>
<td>2.8000</td>
<td>2.8150</td>
<td>6.2926</td>
<td>6.2258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>70.26</td>
<td>98.45</td>
<td>2.2046</td>
<td>0.0224</td>
<td>2.8000</td>
<td>2.8150</td>
<td>6.2842</td>
<td>6.2174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>70.03</td>
<td>98.58</td>
<td>2.2046</td>
<td>0.0224</td>
<td>2.8000</td>
<td>2.8150</td>
<td>6.2758</td>
<td>6.2091</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 Geometric and index parameters of MT and MV specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dr</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>( \gamma_{ary} )</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Minimum Diameter</th>
<th>Maximum Diameter</th>
<th>Maximum Height</th>
<th>Minimum Height</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>lb/ft³</td>
<td>lb.</td>
<td>ft³</td>
<td>In.</td>
<td>In.</td>
<td>in.</td>
<td>in.</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>70.94</td>
<td>98.06</td>
<td>2.1561</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>2.8000</td>
<td>2.8150</td>
<td>6.1707</td>
<td>6.1051</td>
<td>0.3028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>70.71</td>
<td>98.19</td>
<td>2.1561</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>2.8000</td>
<td>2.8150</td>
<td>6.1625</td>
<td>6.0970</td>
<td>0.3038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>70.48</td>
<td>98.32</td>
<td>2.1561</td>
<td>0.0219</td>
<td>2.8000</td>
<td>2.8150</td>
<td>6.1542</td>
<td>6.0888</td>
<td>0.3047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>70.26</td>
<td>98.45</td>
<td>2.1561</td>
<td>0.0219</td>
<td>2.8000</td>
<td>2.8150</td>
<td>6.1460</td>
<td>6.0806</td>
<td>0.3057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>70.03</td>
<td>98.58</td>
<td>2.1561</td>
<td>0.0219</td>
<td>2.8000</td>
<td>2.8150</td>
<td>6.1377</td>
<td>6.0725</td>
<td>0.3067</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, elastic wave velocities were measured in vertical and horizontal directions (\( V_{p_v} \), \( V_{s_v} \), and \( V_{ph} \)), with various \( D_r \) of specimens. The results of the tests are illustrated in Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. As seen in those figures, there is no significant correlation between \( D_r \) and the velocities with the range of this relative density. The variations in the values of \( V_{p_v} \), \( V_{s_v} \) and \( V_{ph} \) for \( D_r=48\% \) to 52\% under the 5 psi effective pressure were approximately ±2.1, ±3.8 and ±3.2\%, respectively. When 10 psi effective pressure was applied on the specimens, the variations in the values of \( V_{p_v} \), \( V_{s_v} \), and \( V_{ph} \) reduced to ±1.4, ±3.1 and ±3.3\%, respectively. Therefore, based on the measured elastic wave velocities, the range of relative densities (48 to 52\%) of the specimens is to be considered very small.
Figure 3.3 Effect of relative density on vertical P-wave velocities ($V_{p_v}$) of AP specimens

Figure 3.4 Effect of relative density on horizontal S-wave velocities ($V_{s_v}$) of AP specimens
3.3 Cyclic Triaxial Test Setup and Procedure

The liquefaction resistance is determined by undrained cyclic triaxial tests. The triaxial test allows the application of axial and horizontal stresses to a cylindrical specimen. Although this test has some disadvantages, like non-similarity to in-situ stress, no rotation of the principle stress axes, etc., it has a simple mechanism and is commonly used by engineers around the world. In addition, the triaxial test makes sample preparation much easier than other types of cyclic shear devices.

3.3.1 Dynamic Triaxial Test Setup

The standard triaxial cell was modified for this research as seen in Figure 3.6, and air pressure was used as a confining pressure through a cell pressure line. Considering the duration of the test procedures and the possibility of air penetrating through the membrane, another cell was installed inside of the triaxial test chamber; the Perspex inner...
cell (Pl-cell). The Pl-cell was filled with water to prevent air from migrating through the membrane into the soil specimen.

Two load cells were installed into the setup. The first one (LC1) was assembled directly under the pedestal to record axial cyclic loading. The second one (LC2) was used as a loading controller and was attached to the top of the triaxial cell (the top of the loading rod) as shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. Monotonic and cyclic loading were introduced independently by two different pneumatic loaders, which were located at the top and the bottom of the triaxial apparatus as seen in Figures 3.6 and 3.8. The loading system will be discussed further in the following section.

Figure 3.6 Cyclic triaxial test apparatus
Figure 3.7 Two load cells used

Figure 3.8 Axial (A) and cyclic (B) pneumatic loading system
3.3.2 Loading System

To control the axial ($\sigma_1$) and confining ($\sigma_3$) stresses independently, a special loading piston was constructed and connected to the specimen cap by means of a loading rod as seen in Figure 3.9. A steel disc 2.8 inches in diameter, which is the same as the specimen diameter, was tightly attached to the loading rod and smoothly fitted within a frictionless cylinder. When cell pressure $\sigma_3$ is applied on the specimen, $\sigma_3$ is also applied under the disc, so that $\sigma_3$ does not create any stress change in vertical direction of the specimen.

A pneumatic loader (A) was installed at the top of the loading rod in order to apply $\sigma_1$ during the consolidation and the saturation processes, as seen in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_3$ were increased manually at the same time, but independently, for isotropic loading. A calibration chart of $\sigma_1$ vs. $\sigma_3$ is plotted in Figure 3.10 with different specimen diameters (D).

![Figure 3.9 Schema of the cylindrical loading piston](#)
3.3.3 Variables Tested

Two load cells (LC1 and LC2) were installed on the triaxial apparatus. LC2 is attached to the top of the triaxial frame as shown in Figure 3.6 and 3.7, and LC1 is installed inside the triaxial cell. During the dynamic test, LC1 was used for reading the cyclic axial stress. LC2 was used to verify that $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_3$ remained equal during the saturation and consolidation processes. The inner load cell (LC1) is a Sensotec model 41 tension/extension. It is extremely sensitive and has a reading range from 0 to 1000 lbs. The output sensitivity is $3\text{mv/v}$. Temperature affects this reading $\pm0.0002\%$ per °F. It operates in temperatures ranging from -65°F to 250°F.

Pore water pressure was measured by a Sensotec porewater transducer, model THE 1708-12. The pressure range is 0 to 200 psi, output sensitivity is $2\text{mv/v}$, and the excitation voltage is 10 VDC. It is connected to the bottom drainage line of the specimen.

Figure 3.10 Calibration chart of the isotropic loading system
Static axial displacement, generated by saturation and consolidation processes, was measured by a mechanical dial gauge with 0.001 inch resolution. Dynamic axial strain was measured by a Logic-basic digital gauge model BG1110-0-36, which was attached outside of the triaxial cell. Its range is 0-1.0 inches and the resolution is 0.001 inch.

3.3.4 Data Acquisition System

A 486DX33–PC computer was used for data acquisition. Communication between the cyclic triaxial test apparatus and the computer was established by means of Lab-PC* interface card, which is a multifunctional analog and digital input/output board. This controlled and recorded the pneumatic loading system generating cyclic axial stress. During the cyclic tests, axial displacement, pore water pressure, and dynamic axial force were recorded with sensitivities of 0.0001 inches, 0.1 psi, and 0.1 lbs., respectively. Data storage rate was 400 data/sec.

3.4 Wave Generation and Measuring System

A pulse transmission by piezoelectric transducer method was used to measure elastic waves propagating in soil specimens. These elements are capable of generating and detecting waves even through a highly dispersed dry soil specimen.

Compression-expansion piezoelectric discs have been commonly used for generating compressional waves (De Alba et al., 1984 and Nagakawa et al., 1996 and 1997). When a specimen is dry, the amplitude of a received signal could be unmeasurable due to the high dispersive characteristics of dry soil. Agarwal et al. (1991) found that the compression-expansion disc can not generate a high amplitude of compressional waves passing through granular materials even if the input signals are amplified.
Previous studies showed that bender elements with two transversely expanding double piezoelectric plates can generate notable shear wave through soil (Dyvik and Madhus, 1985; Thomann and Hryciw, 1990; Ishibashi and Agarwal, 1991, Agarwal and Ishibashi, 1992; Zeng and Ni., 1998 and 1999). A bender element consists of two piezoceramic plates bonded together as shown in Figure 3.11. If the two piezoceramic plates are polarized in the same direction (serial connected), the expansion and contraction of the plates creates a bending motion, which thus creates waves. In addition, bender elements are affected by any mechanical disturbance such as bending of the elements. This mechanical bending of the element lets the piezoelectric plates generate a voltage. It works like a motion detector.

![Figure 3.11 Design of the bender element wiring (adapted from Matroc Inc. manual)]
3.4.1 Compressional and Shear Wave Transducers Design

The bender elements (0.41x0.41x0.024 inches), model number PZT-5B, were purchased from Morgan Matroc Inc. As seen in Figure 3.11, there are two different wiring connection possibilities for bender elements: serial and parallel connections. Dyvik and Madshus (1985) and Thomann and Hryciw (1990) mentioned that series connected bender elements generate a higher voltage, but a lower motion, almost half, than parallel connected bender elements. Because of these differences, they suggested that the serial connected bender elements should be installed as a receiver and the parallel connected bender elements should be used as transmitters. However, the wiring of parallel bender elements is a very formidable task. It is possible to damage bender elements during the process. In addition, bender elements need to be re-cut and this could reduce the efficiency of the bender elements. If an input signal was highly amplified, it can be easily detected by the serial connected bender elements. Therefore, serial connected bender elements were used for this research.

Two bender elements are embedded in the top cap and the pedestal of the triaxial device as receivers and transmitters in the vertical direction for P- and S-waves. In addition, two bender elements are attached to the membrane surrounding the soil specimen to measure horizontal P-wave velocities as seen in Figure 3.12.

The properties of bender elements change due to time and mechanical stress. Aging and time should be considered. It has been experienced that some time after installing bender elements, the efficiency gradually dropped. Therefore, the bender elements were replaced frequently. It is hard to give an exact lifetime of these elements because the life expectancy depends on the amplitude of output signals and the mechanical stress induced by the cyclic triaxial test. In addition, because of the wiring
design and the mechanism of bender elements, precaution must be taken to protect the bender elements from short circuit due to the presence of water or any conductive materials in the soil. Therefore, a water-resist coating, M-Coat-A air-drying polyurethane was applied over the bender elements and wires. Considering the effect of the thickness of the coating on the mechanical behavior of the bender elements, the elements before and after coating were tested on conductive dried sand specimens. By observing the first arrival time of received waves, no noticeable effects were experienced. The thickness of the coating layers did not pass 0.12 inch.

In order to install the bender elements into the triaxial test cell, a Teflon disc with a diameter of 1 inch and 0.275-inch thickness was embedded at the center of the top cap and the pedestal of the triaxial cell. A hole drilled in the center of each disc allowed the electrical wires to come out and to be soldered to the bender elements. As mentioned before, the bender element characteristics gradually change due to time and the loading test. Therefore, when the efficiency dropped, the bender elements were changed and the system was recalibrated.

3.4.1.1 Compressional Wave Transducer Design

Two bender elements, the receiver and transmitter, are embedded in the top cap and the pedestal of the triaxial device. These were used to generate and measure compressional (P) waves in the longer axial direction of the specimen as seen in Figure 3.13a. After insulating the bender element with M-Coat-A air-drying polyurethane, the bender element was embedded into two Teflon plates and the effective cantilever length was fixed at 0.325 inches.

Two other bender elements are attached to the membrane surrounding the soil specimen to measure horizontal compressional (P) wave velocities as seen in Figure
3.13b. The bender element was mounted on a 0.5-inch square hard PVC plate with epoxy. After mounting the element, a 0.335 inch long cantilever action was achieved. Then the plate was attached on a see-saw aluminum beam (0.50x5.8x0.130 inches) with a screw as seen in Figure 3.12. The tip of the aluminum beam was attached to a 0.125 inch diameter and 4.1 inch long screw with a rubber joint in order to be pushed/pulled from outside of the cell manually. The rubber joint allowed adjustment of the angular movement of the beam and the horizontal back and forth movement of the screw. A small amount of petrolatum was put on the surface membrane before attaching the horizontal bender elements. It is experimentally observed that petrolatum allows good coupling between the bender elements and the specimen.

3.4.1.2 Shear Wave Transducer Design

As can be seen in Figure 3.13(a), one edge of the shear bender elements was glued into 0.025-inch wide and 0.5-inch deep slots opened into the Teflon discs, which are embedded in the top cap and the pedestal of the triaxial device to create cantilever action. They were also insulated with a M-Coat-A air-drying polyurethane.
Figure 3.12 Bender elements installed in the triaxial cell

1: Vertical P Wave Transmitter
2: Vertical P Wave Receiver
3: Vertical S Wave Transmitter
4: Vertical S Wave Receiver
5: Horizontal P Wave Transmitter
6: Horizontal P Wave Receiver
Figure 3.13 Design layout of compression and shear wave transducers  (a) view of transducers at the top and pedestal (b) side view of transducers for radial application.
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3.4.2 Electrical Connections

Electrical connections of bender elements are shown in Figure 3.14. The pulse transmission system developed at Old Dominion University by Ishibashi and Agarwal (1991) was modified for this research. The electrical source wave was generated by using a Hewlett Packard HP811A pulse/function generator. The pulse/function generator is capable of generating different shaped pulses such as sinusoidal, square, half square and triangle wave forms. All waveforms, except sinusoidal, contain more than one frequency. After amplifying the input signals, the shapes of these waveforms are deformed easily, and interpreting the time difference between input and output signals becomes difficult. Therefore, a single-frequency sinusoidal waveform was chosen as the input signal. The output range of the generator is from 0.15 to 15 volts. The frequency range for generating pulse is from 0.1 Hz to 20 MHz.

The amplitude of generated wave signals was 10 volts. However, loose sandy materials have large damping characteristics and it is very difficult to detect the transmitted wave signals if the amplitude of input wave signal is not enough. Therefore, a generated signal was amplified by a special amplifier, which was developed at Old Dominion University in 1996. The output voltage of the function generator could be amplified up to 1000 peak to peak volts. The calibration chart for amplified generator voltage in terms of input voltage of the function generator is given in Figure 3.15. The output voltage of the function generator was changed from 1.5 to 11.0 volts to identify the effect on the received signals. When the soil specimens were dry, any output voltage of transmitted signal gave measurable data. When water was present in the material, an immediate reduction on the amplitude of received signals data was observed. It was found experimentally that if an output voltage was higher than 5 volts, measurable signals
were received. Therefore, 10 volts was chosen to generate measurable compressional waves by the receivers. It should be noted that 10 volts of input signal were amplified to 160 volts by means of the power amplifier and further amplified through a transformer to step up the voltage up to 960 volts AC. This is very high amplitude. However, to pass noise levels and to transmit the wave on a highly dispersive soil specimen, this high amplitude was necessary. The magnitude of this reference wave signal that was directly sent to the oscilloscope was gradually reduced by a 1 megaohm resistor to protect the oscilloscope from the high voltage input. A correlation showing a reduction on the magnitude of the reference wave signal is illustrated in Figure 3.16.

RG58/U-type coaxial shielded cables were used to minimize the electrical noise because the amplitude of received signals is in the minimum range of 5 mV to 100 mV. This amplitude is very small compared to the amplitude of transmitting signals. Therefore, electrical noise must be minimized. Input and output signals produced by piezoelectric bender elements were recorded by an HP54201A digitizing oscilloscope to calculate the travel time. It is a two-channel waveform acquiring digital storage oscilloscope. The sampling rate is $200 \times 10^6$ samples per second and are sufficient for this research and the minimum time resolution of the oscilloscope is 1 μs. The pulse/function generator and the digitizing oscilloscope are shown in Figure 3.17. The oscilloscope is automatically triggered by the pulse from the step up transformer. The delay time between transmitted and received signals shows the travel time ($t$) as seen in Figure 3.18. The ratio of corrected distance ($d$) between the transmitting and receiving bender elements to the travel time ($t$) gives the wave velocity as:

$$V = \frac{d}{t}$$

(3.2)
Figure 3.14 Electrical connections of bender elements (adapted from Agarwal, 1991)
Figure 3.15 Calibration chart for amplified pulse amplitude

Figure 3.16 Correlation of trigger voltage to reference voltage output
Figure 3.17 Schema of the pulse/function generator and the digitizing oscilloscope

Figure 3.18 Typical transmitted and received wave signals from oscilloscope
All compressional and shear wave bender elements in the triaxial cell were wired by an RG-174 coaxial cable because of the availability of small space. On the outside of the cell, an RG 58/U coaxial cable was used to connect the transducers to the step up transformer and the digital oscilloscope. The reference signals were displayed after the signal came out from the step up transformer. The amplifier can produce a minimal change on the shape of the output signals, and it affects the arrival time. Since a perfectly designed amplifier can affect the shape of the signal, the reference signal must be taken just before a transmitter generates a pulse in the step-up transformer as seen in Figure 3.14.

3.4.3. Frequency of Elastic Waves

Firstly, specimens prepared by air-pluviation (AP) technique were used to investigate the frequency effects on bender elements performance. The soil specimens were first prepared under 5 psi vacuum pressure. Input amplitude of function generator was selected 10 volts, which corresponds to 960 volts to the bender elements after the amplifications. By changing the frequency of sinusoidal input signal from 1 to 30 kHz, elastic waves were measured under 5 psi and 10 psi effective stresses. The results are shown in Figures 3.19, 3.20 and 3.21. Indeed, frequency did not show any significant effect on wave measurements.

According to Nakagawa et al. (1997), P-wave and S-wave are not affected by the frequency of the waves. However, a certain frequency, close to the natural frequency of bender elements, can provide high output signals. Experimental trials showed that the best readings occurred between 17 to 22 kHz for vertical P-wave bender elements and between 20 to 30 kHz for horizontal P-waves.
Figure 3.19 Effect of frequency on vertical P-wave velocities of AP specimens

Figure 3.20 Effect of frequency on vertical S-wave velocities of AP specimens
Another observation was that when the input frequency of S-wave bender element was higher than 9 kHz, P-wave or unknown waves were generated by S-wave bender elements, and those were overlapped on the first arrivals of S-waves. The graphical data of various frequencies test are given in Appendix B.

Additional consideration regarding to frequency of input signal is needed. Previous studies emphasized that the first arrival disturbance of a received wave may not represent the arrival of shear wave. Some other waves could overlap shear wave signals as seen in Figure 3.22. The first arrival wave was called a near-field component propagating in the specimen with the velocity of a compressional wave.

Viggianni et al. (1995a and b) suggested that because of a near-field effect, corresponding peaks of input-output signals can be more accurate to measure the travel time instead of using time difference between the first arrival time of input and output signals. Therefore, the near-field effects can be neglected.
Brignoli et al. (1996) suggested that a specific frequency was needed to generate an input signal to reduce near-field effect. The frequency was obtained from the following relations:

\[ V_s = \lambda f \]  
\[ R_d = \frac{d}{\lambda} \]

where \( V_s \) is the shear wave velocity measured from the experiment, \( \lambda \) is the wave length and \( f \) is the frequency of input pulse. \( R_d \) is a ratio showing the number of wave lengths between the bender elements. It was assumed that shear wave velocity was not affected by the frequency. As seen in Figure 3.22, it was experimentally found that the effect of

Figure 3.22 Shear wave velocity measurement under the near-field effect (Brignoli et al., 1996)
the near-field component begins to decrease with an increase in the frequency of the input pulse. The higher frequency gives a higher number of wave lengths and $R_d$ increases. If $R_d$ is around 4 or more, the effect of the near-field component significantly decreases.

Jovivic et al. (1996) reviewed Vigianni et al.'s work experimentally and theoretically. The near-field effect was investigated at $R_d = 1.1$ to 8.1 and $V_s$ was measured with an accuracy of ± 1%. It was pointed out that at a low value of $R_d$ the near-field effect influences the first arrival time of the shear wave peak. It was also suggested that without conducting complex numerical analyses direct measurement from an oscilloscope is enough to determine the shear wave velocity.

Boulander et al. (1998) and Arulnathan et al. (1998) reported that $R_d$ is not a sufficient parameter to evaluate enough to reduce the near-field effect and the dimensions of the bender element should be considered. They defined $R$ value as:

$$ R = \frac{\lambda}{l_b} \quad (3.5) $$

where $l_b$ is the length of both transmitter and receiver bender elements.

They indicated that observation of input-output signals of $V_s$ decreases with increasing $R_d$ and increases with decreasing $\lambda/l_b$. The results are illustrated in Figure 3.23. $R$ values were changed 3 to 18 by using a different frequency of the input signals. As seen in Figure 3.24, the best reading can be obtained when $R$ is less than 8. They also indicated that the measured shear waves of different soils could be differently influenced by $R$ and $R_d$ ratios.
Figure 3.23 Near field effect on the output signal due to the dimensions of the bender element \( l_b \) (Arulnathan et al., 1998)
In this research, to reduce the near-field effect, the following procedure was established:

- A single sinusoidal pulse was chosen to stimulate a transmitting bender element.
- Because of the difficulties of obtaining the first arrival time of shear wave, the time difference of the first peaks of input-output signals was used to determine the travel time of shear waves.
- To measure the travel time more accurately, optimum frequency was investigated as seen in Figure 3.24 by theoretically changing $R$ value from 3 to 18 and assuming $V_s$ value of 300 to 1200 ft/sec based on previous experimental studies.
- Figure 3.24 was used to select proper frequency range for the shear wave velocity measurement for VB sand specimens.

In this research, the length of bender elements ($l_b$) is 0.35 inches and the travel distance from tip to tip ($d$) is 5.4–5.8 inches. It was found that S-wave velocities
traveling through the soil specimen under 5 and 10 psi effective pressures fall into between 600 and 700 ft/sec. By using Equations 3.4 and 3.5, R and R_{d} ratios were calculated. R should be less than 8 and also R_{d} should be around 4. According to these findings and Figure 3.24, the input frequencies of S-waves were selected as 5 to 10 kHz. Arrival times of shear wave were visually measured with the time difference between the peaks of the transmitted signal to the first peak of the received signal.

When the soil is saturated, output signals of S-wave were very clear and easy to detect as seen in Appendix C. Especially, if the input frequency was less than a certain value (approximately 11 kHz), P-wave and unknown waves did not disturb the first peak of S wave arrivals.

3.4.4 Corrections on Wave Measurements

3.4.4.1 Correction on Delay Time

A single-frequency sinusoidal pulse was generated by a transmitter. The first arrival of the wave was detected by the receiver and both were recorded by the oscilloscope as shown in Figure 3.18. The time difference between input and output signals shows the travel time (t_{i}). t_{i} needs to be calibrated in terms of the delay time due to the electrical setup. The reference of input signals was obtained just after it comes out from step up amplifier as shown in Figure 3.14. Still, time delay exists and needs to be corrected due to different lengths of electric cables and connections. To make a correction on this effect, two bender elements (the transmitter and receiver) were in direct contact, and a single pulse was sent to the transmitter and the arrival of the first waveform was recorded. The time difference between the initial input (reference) signal and initial arrival of the wave recorded by the receiver gives the delay time. This delay time was 5 \mu sec, as shown in Figure 3.25. This 5 \mu sec correction was subtracted from the
measured delay time for all tests except for S-wave measurement as discussed in Section 3.4.4.3.

In addition, horizontal P-wave reading corrections were needed due to the specimen membrane. Rubber membranes 0.025 inch thick were directly sandwiched between two bender elements and without applying aggressive pressure on the bender elements, a good contact surface for the elements with petrolatum was provided. A single frequency sinusoidal pulse was generated by the transmitter and the first arrival of the wave was detected by the receiver. The time difference between an input and output signal fell into a range of 4 μsec to 6 μsec. A similar delay time was observed by the time delay due to cable length correction; therefore, no additional time delay correction due to the membrane was made.

![Time delay due to the electrical connections](image)

Figure 3.25 Time delay due to the electrical connections
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Vertical and horizontal compressional waves were easily identified. Travel distance does not need to be corrected as long as the distance between the transmitter and receiver bender elements is known.

3.4.4.2 Corrections on Shear Wave Arrival Time

Interpretation of shear waveform requires more attention. The waveform received contains not only shear waves but also some unknown waves. To determine the arrival time of a shear wave is somewhat complex. It can be identified by using different techniques such as:

- Observing the first peak of the transmitted signal and the first peak of the received signal.
- Using some numerical analysis to distinguish the frequency and the first arrival time of shear wave velocity such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis.

Viggiani et al. (1995a and b) determined the shear wave travel time by using bender elements on a reconstituted clay specimen using different techniques. The shear wave frequency ranged between 1 kHz to 10 kHz for a single sinusoidal input pulse. Arrival times of shear wave were visually inspected by measuring the time difference between the peaks of the transmitted signal to the first peak of the received signal. Their research showed that using peak to peak reading introduces 1.0 % and 1.02% errors that overestimated the measurements in comparison with cross-correlation functions and cross-power spectrum analyses, respectively. This is considered to be very small errors for this kind of experimental studies.

Another numerical analysis of bender elements experiments on different media was conducted by Arulnathan et al. (1998). Shear wave velocities were calculated using different methods of the finite element model of a two-dimensional elastic plane-strain
specimen. The modeled value of shear wave velocity was 80 m/sec. By using characteristic maximum and minimum peaks of input and output waveforms, shear wave velocity was ranged between 82.1 and 84.8 m/sec. The cross-correlation method gave 83 m/sec for shear wave velocity. They suggested that these overestimated errors could be eliminated if the arrival time of second shear wave, which was reflected on the cap and base of the specimen, was considered.

Accordingly, during this investigation, first peak-to-peak signals were analyzed to determine the traveling time of shear waves. No corrections were made in this regard.

3.4.4.3 Corrections on Shear Wave Travelling Distance

According to Viggiani et al. (1995a and b) and Arulnathan et al. (1998), to obtain more accurate results, determination of shear wave velocity with the visual peak to peak reading needs some corrections by considering determination of the effective travel distance, and near field effect.

First, Dyvik and Madshus (1985) suggested that instead of using the real height of the specimen, the distance between the tips of the bender elements should be used. Total length of the bender elements into the soil specimen was 8% of the total specimen height and their results were checked with conventional resonant column test results. About 8% correction on shear wave velocity was needed. This correction led researchers to use travel distance between the tips of the bender elements for shear wave measurement (Thoman and Hryciw, 1990; Viggiani et al., 1995a and b; Brignoli et al., 1996; Jovicic et al., 1996; Arulnathan et al., 1998; Boulanger et al., 1998; and Zeng and Ni, 1998).

Brignoli et al. (1996) and Zeng and Ni (1998) paid attention to the determination of effective distance. In Brignoli et al.'s study, by changing the height of the bender elements, the shear wave velocity was determined on one specific soil. The correlation
between the effective distance and shear wave velocity was established based on the
distance between the tips of bender elements. Their results supported Dyvik and
Madshus's assumption. Zeng and Ni (1998) used different sized bender elements to find
the best output for S-wave velocity measurements. It was reported that output signals
were highly affected by the size of the bender elements and the optimum size could be
chosen for each type of soil. Increasing the size also increases the flexibility of the
bender elements and this helped to detect low amplitude input signals.

In fact, after transmitting the pulse, the first arrival wave may not be a shear wave
as mentioned earlier. The first arrival wave could be unknown waves or even a P-wave if
the frequency was high enough to make the shear bender elements generate a
compressional wave parallel to the polarization direction. Still, those waves other than
shear wave are generated by the bender elements. When the transmitter bender element
is triggered by a single pulse, the whole body of the element generates these waves, not
just at the tip of the element.

In this study, in order to find the effective travel distance for shear wave
propagation, a special experiment was conducted. By changing the distance between the
transmitter and receiver bender elements in the air, the first arrival time of a received
wave was measured. Travel distance in Figure 3.26 represents the total space between
the specimen cap and pedestal, in which bender elements are installed. According to the
experimental results, when the arrival time is zero, there still exists a small distance \( x_j \).
The total length of the bender elements intruded into the specimen is 0.773 inches. If the
bender element generates and receives the wave at the tip, \( x_d \) should be around 0.773
inches. In fact, it was 0.02 inches. This implies that shear bender elements might not
generate the wave or receive it at the tip. The amount of \( x_d \) was subtracted from the total
height of the specimen to compute shear wave velocity. In this shear wave experiment, the arrival time correction (5 μsec) due to electrical cables was not made since the corrected height also includes delay time problems due to the electrical cable connections.

Figure 3.26 Calibration chart for effective distance for shear wave velocity measurement

3.5 Determination of Elastic Constants

For engineering applications, reactions of any elastic materials, subjected by various stresses, can be identified by a set of well-known constitutive equations:

\[ \sigma_{ij} = C_{ijkl} \varepsilon_{kl} \quad i,j,k,l = 1,2,3 \quad (3.6) \]

or

\[ \varepsilon_{ij} = S_{ijkl} \sigma_{kl} \quad (3.7) \]

where \( \sigma_{ij} \) and \( \varepsilon_{kl} \) are the stress and the strain tensors, respectively. \( C_{ijkl} \) and \( S_{ijkl} \) are the elastic stiffness and the elastic compliance tensors, respectively. The stiffness tensor contains eighty-one elastic constants that have to be dealt with. Because of the definition
of the shear stresses and strains, the total numbers of non-equal elastic constants reduces to thirty-six. Since one kind of material exists in one direction, the stiffness and compliance tensors must be symmetric. So the constitutive equations can be simplified in a matrix form for a three-dimensional body in a 1-2-3 orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system as given in Equation 3.8. An anisotropic material contains 21 non-equal elastic constants which are required to express the mechanical behavior of the material and Equation 3.8 refers to an anisotropic material that has no plane of symmetry.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_1 \\
\sigma_2 \\
\sigma_3 \\
\tau_{12} \\
\tau_{13} \\
\tau_{23}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
C_{11} & C_{12} & C_{13} & C_{14} & C_{15} & C_{16} \\
C_{22} & C_{23} & C_{24} & C_{25} & C_{26} & \varepsilon_1 \\
C_{33} & C_{34} & C_{35} & C_{36} & \varepsilon_2 \\
C_{44} & C_{45} & C_{46} & \gamma_{12} \\
C_{55} & C_{56} & \varepsilon_3 & \gamma_{13} \\
C_{66} & \gamma_{23}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(3.8)

If the material in direction '1' which is normal to plane 2-3, has the same properties or behaves isotropically in one symmetry plane, the material is called a transversely isotropic material. Its stiffness matrix can be given as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_1 \\
\sigma_2 \\
\sigma_3 \\
\tau_{12} \\
\tau_{13} \\
\tau_{23}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
C_{11} & C_{12} & C_{12} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
C_{12} & C_{22} & C_{23} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
C_{12} & C_{23} & C_{22} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & C_{44} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & C_{44} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & (C_{11} - C_{12})
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(3.9)

where plane 2-3 is considered as the plane of isotropy. Therefore, plane 1-2 and plane 1-3 are similar. Based on this assumption, the number of the terms reduces to five independent elastic constants.

In this study, soil is assumed transversely isotropic due to the cylindrical triaxial specimen shape and specimen preparation techniques. In the transversely isotropic cases,
still five elastic constants must be determined independently. Therefore, the measurements of the directional elastic waves through a granular media have been one of experimental tools to recover elastic characteristics of soils. Based on the theory of plane wave propagation within an elastic body, longitudinal wave (P-wave) and shear wave (S-wave) can be identified as:

\[ V_p = f_1(\rho, C_{ij}, d_1, d_2, d_3) \]  
(3.10)

\[ V_s = f_2(\rho, C_{ij}, d_1, d_2, d_3) \]  
(3.11)

where \( \rho \) is mass density of the elastic body, and \( d_1, d_2 \) and \( d_3 \) are direction cosines of the wave normal with respect to axes 1,2,3 as seen in Figure 3.27.

![Figure 3.27 Direction cosines of propagation directions](image)

According to Equation 3.10 and 3.11, longitudinal and shear wave velocities in any direction can be determined in terms of the stiffness constants, the propagation direction, and the density of the material in any arbitrary directions. If the propagation planes are chosen as the principle planes, an instant reduction in Equation 3.10 and 3.11
may be achieved. Therefore, in this study, two measurements of P-wave velocity and one S-wave measurement were performed in the plane 1-2.

Two sets of bender elements are embedded in the top cap and the pedestal of the triaxial device as receivers and transmitters in the vertical direction for P- and S-waves. In addition, two bender elements are attached to the membrane surrounding the soil specimen to measure horizontal compressional (P) wave velocities. All the paths are arranged in plane 1-2 and those are illustrated in Figure 3.28.

Figure 3.28 Wave path configurations

Elastic wave velocities in the plane 1-2 (d3=cos 90=0) are:

P-wave: \[ V_p = \sqrt{\frac{b + \sqrt{b^2 - 4c}}{2\rho}} \]  

S-wave: \[ V_s = \sqrt{\frac{d_1^2 C_{44} + \frac{d_2^2}{2} (C_{22} - C_{33})}{\rho}} \]
where
\[ b = d_1^2(C_{11} + C_{44}) + d_2^2(C_{22} + C_{44}) \]  
(3.14)
\[ c = (d_1^2C_{11} + d_2^2C_{22})(d_1^2C_{44} + d_2^2C_{22}) - (C_{12} + C_{44})^2d_1^2d_2^2 \]  
(3.15)

Table 3.4 Wave path configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave Type</th>
<th>Wave Symbol</th>
<th>Wave Plane</th>
<th>d_1</th>
<th>d_2</th>
<th>d_3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compressional</td>
<td>V_{p_v}</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressional</td>
<td>V_{p_h}</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear Wave</td>
<td>V_{s_v}</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next simplification was that the directions of wave measurements were chosen perpendicular or parallel to the principle axes. The summary of the simplifications are shown in Table 3.4 and these wave velocities thus turn out as:

P-wave velocity in the direction 1:
\[ V_{p_v} = \sqrt{\frac{C_{11}}{\rho}} \]  
(3.16)
P-wave velocity in the direction 2:
\[ V_{p_h} = \sqrt{\frac{C_{22}}{\rho}} \]  
(3.17)
S-wave velocity in the direction 1:
\[ V_{s_v} = \sqrt{\frac{C_{44}}{\rho}} \]  
(3.18)

If the stiffness components (C_{ij}) are expressed by the elastic properties of the material such as longitudinal modulus, Poisson's ratio, and shear modulus for a
transversely isotropic material, the elastic compliance matrix \( S_{ij} \) can be identified by means of elastic constants as:

\[
[S] = \begin{bmatrix}
1/E_i & -\nu_{12}/E_1 & -\nu_{12}/E_1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
-\nu_{23}/E_2 & 1/E_2 & -\nu_{32}/E_2 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
-\nu_{23}/E_2 & -\nu_{32}/E_2 & 1/E_2 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1/G_{12} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1/G_{12} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1/G_{23}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (3.19)

where \( E_i \) is the Young’s modulus in direction \( i \) and the material properties are the same in direction 2 and 3. \( \nu_{ij} \) and \( G_{ij} \) are Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus in direction \( i \) due to the force being applied in direction \( j \), respectively.

In addition, because of the symmetry of the compliance matrix:

\[
\frac{\nu_{ij}}{E_i} = \frac{\nu_{ji}}{E_j} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \frac{\nu_{12}}{E_1} = \frac{\nu_{21}}{E_2} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \frac{\nu_{32}}{E_2} = \frac{\nu_{31}}{E_1}
\] (3.20)

and because of isotropic conditions in direction 2 and 3:

\[
\nu_{32} = \nu_{23} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \nu_{31} = \nu_{13} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \nu_{32} = \nu_{23} \quad (3.21)
\]

and

\[
G_{33} = \frac{E_2}{2(1+\nu_{23})} \quad (3.22)
\]

Therefore, to identify this transversely isotropic material, five constants are needed: \( E_1, E_2, \nu_{21}, \nu_{23} \) and \( G_{12} \). Using the relationship between the elastic stiffness \([C]_{ij}\) and the elastic compliance \([S]_{ij}\) matrixes:

\[
[C] = [S]^{-1}
\] (3.23)

\( C_{11}, C_{22}, C_{44} \) and \( C_{66} \) can be identified by the following elastic constants:
\[ C_{11} = \frac{E_1 E_2 (-1 + \nu_{32})}{-E_2 + 2E_1 \nu_{31}^2 + E_2 \nu_{32}} \] (3.24)

\[ C_{22} = \frac{E_2 (E_2 - E_1 \nu_{32}^2)}{(1 + \nu_{32})(E_2 - 2E_1 \nu_{31}^2 - E_2 \nu_{32})} \] (3.25)

\[ C_{44} = G_{12} \] (3.26)

\[ C_{66} = G_{23} \quad \Rightarrow \quad C_{66} = \frac{E_2}{2(1 + \nu_{23})} \] (3.27)

Next the material is considered linear and isotropic in any direction, the elastic constants are:

\[
\begin{align*}
E_1 &= E_2 = E_3 = E \\
\nu_{12} &= \nu_{21} = \nu_{23} = \nu_{32} = \nu \\
G_{12} &= G_{13} = G_{23} = G
\end{align*}
\] (3.28)

Then,

\[ C_{44} = C_{66} = G \quad \Rightarrow \quad C_{44} = \frac{E}{2(1 + \nu)} \] (3.29)

\[ C_{11} = C_{22} = \frac{E}{(1 + \nu)} + \frac{E \nu}{(1 + \nu)(1 - 2\nu)} \quad \Rightarrow \quad 2G + \lambda \] (3.30)

where \( \lambda \) is the Lame's constant:

\[ \lambda = \frac{E \nu}{(1 + \nu)(1 - 2\nu)} \] (3.31)

In many geotechnical applications where the anisotropy in soil fabric is not significant, soil is simply assumed isotropic and has infinite planes of symmetry. In such a case, elastic wave velocities can be expressed for a linear and isotropic granular material as:

P-wave velocity in horizontal and vertical directions:
\[ V_{p_w} = V_{p_s} = \sqrt{\frac{\lambda + 2G}{\rho}} \]  
(3.32)

and S-wave velocity:

\[ V_s = \frac{G}{\sqrt{\rho}} \]  
(3.33)

3.6 Saturation Effects on Laboratory Testing and Saturation Procedure

3.6.1 Saturation Effects on Elastic Wave Propagation

An element of soil may be symbolized by a column of unit cross-sectional area and total height \( V_T \) as shown in Figure 3.29. The volume of solid particles is then represented by a height \( V_s \) and the total volume of voids by a height \( V_v \). The porosity \( n \) describes the portion of the total volume represented by the void space and the saturation degree \( S \) describes the ratio of the volume of water to the total void volume:

![Phase diagram for a soil element](image)

Figure 3.29 Phase diagram for a soil element
\[ n = \frac{V_s}{V_T} \quad \text{and} \quad S = \frac{V_w}{V_T} \quad (3.34) \]

\[ \gamma = nS\gamma_w + (1-n)\gamma_s \quad (3.35) \]

The unit weight \( \gamma \) of soils at various conditions of water content can be defined in terms of porosity (n), saturation degree (S) and the unit weight of the solid (\( \gamma_s \)). In addition, total volume is:

\[ V_T = V_{\text{solid}} + V_{\text{air}} + V_{\text{water}} \quad (3.36) \]

If stress-strain relationship is rewritten for a linear isotropic material subjected to ambient stress (\( \sigma_1=\sigma_2=\sigma_3=\sigma_T \) and \( \tau_{12}=\tau_{13}=\tau_{23}=0 \)) in an orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system, it would be:

\[ \varepsilon_{1,2,3} = \frac{(1-2\nu)}{E} \sigma_T \quad (3.37) \]

and volumetric strain is:

\[ \varepsilon_V = \frac{\Delta V}{V_T} = \varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2 + \varepsilon_3 \quad (3.38) \]

\[ \frac{\Delta V}{V_T} = \frac{3(1-2\nu)}{E} \sigma_T = \frac{\sigma_T}{K} \quad (3.39) \]

where \( K \) is the bulk modulus. \( \sigma_T \) and \( \Delta V/V_T \) represent the total stress acting on the soil and volumetric strain, respectively. \( \Delta V \) is equal to the total volume change that can be evaluated with summation of volume change of the elements:

\[ \Delta V = \Delta V_{\text{solid}} + \Delta V_{\text{water}} + \Delta V_{\text{air}} \quad (3.40) \]

\[ \frac{\Delta V_{\text{solid}}}{V_{\text{solid}}} = C_s\mu \quad V_{\text{solid}} = (1-n)V_T \quad (3.41) \]

\[ \frac{\Delta V_{\text{water}}}{V_{\text{water}}} = C_w\mu \quad V_{\text{water}} = nSV_T \quad (3.42) \]
where $C_a$, $C_w$, $C_s$ are compressibilities of air, water and solid, respectively. $u$ is pore water pressure. Using Equations 3.41, 3.42 and 3.43, Equation 3.40 can be rewritten in the following form:

$$
\Delta V = \left[ (1-n)C_s + nSC_w + (1-S)nC_a \right] \left( \sigma_T - \sigma' \right) V_T
$$

(3.44)

$$
\sigma_T - \sigma' = u
$$

(3.45)

In Equation 3.45, $\sigma'$ is effective stress or intergranular stress. In addition, one more compressibility coefficient that should be considered is the compressibility of the soil skeleton:

$$
\frac{\Delta V}{V_T} = C_s \sigma'
$$

(3.46)

This relation is present if the drained condition occurs during an increment of deviator stress. Substitution of Equation 3.39 into 3.44 creates a relationship between the volumetric strain and the total stress as:

$$
K = \frac{\sigma_T}{\Delta V} = \frac{1}{A} + \frac{1}{C_b}
$$

(3.47)

where

$$
A = \left[ (1-S)nC_a + SnC_w + (1-n)C_s \right]
$$

(3.48)

If we specify boundary conditions in terms of the saturation degree, Equation 3.49 and 3.50 can be obtained as:
\[ S = 1 \quad K = \frac{1}{nC_w + (1-n)C_s} + \frac{1}{C_b} \quad \text{(fully saturation condition)} \]  

\[ S = 0 \quad K = \frac{1}{nC_a + (1-n)C_s} + \frac{1}{C_b} \quad \text{(dry condition)} \]  

It should be noted again that soil is assumed to be isotropic and has infinite planes of symmetry so that bulk modulus can be described by the stiffness matrix components as in Equation 3.39:

\[ K = \frac{E}{3(1-2\nu)} \quad \text{(3.51)} \]

or

\[ K = \lambda + \frac{2}{3}G \quad \text{(3.52)} \]

where \( \lambda \) and \( G \) are the Lamé's constant and the shear modulus, respectively. If compressional velocity is reviewed in terms of \( K \) and Equation 3.35:

\[ V_p = \sqrt{\frac{K + \frac{4}{3}G}{(nS\gamma_w + (1-n)\gamma_s)g}} \quad \text{(3.53)} \]

\[ V_s = \sqrt{\frac{G}{(nS\gamma_w + (1-n)\gamma_s)g}} \quad \text{(3.54)} \]

According to Equations 3.49 and 3.50 and the fact that \( K \) value is influenced greatly by \( S \), the velocity of the P-wave is changed dramatically with a very small decrement in saturation degree. Meanwhile the S-wave is only slightly affected. Since Equation 3.54 does not include \( K \) value, \( V_s \) slightly decreases when \( S \) value changes from 0.0 to 1.0. This observation will be discussed in a later section.
3.6.2 Pore Water Pressure Parameter B

In laboratory testing, to evaluate pore water pressure development in undrained loading due to isotropic cell pressure ($\Delta \sigma_3$), a B value was proposed by Skempton (1954) as:

$$B = \frac{\Delta u}{\Delta \sigma_3}$$

(3.55)

where $\Delta u$ is the increment of pore water pressure due to the increment of isotropic cell pressure $\Delta \sigma_3$. If a soil specimen is not fully saturated, or some air is present in the specimen, the B value changes, and this makes it easy to understand the behavior of a partially saturated soil. By means of the compressibilities of soil skeleton and voids, B is also formulated as:

$$B = \frac{1}{1 + n \frac{C_{aw}}{C_b}}$$

(3.56)

where $C_{aw}$ is the compressibility of the fluid (air and water mixture). $C_b$ is the compressibility of the soil skeleton. The compressibility of air-water mixture was made clear by Wood (1970). According to Wood's comprehensive work, the compressibility of mixture can be obtained from following equation:

$$C_{aw} = SC_w + (1 - S)C_a$$

(3.57)

where $C_w$ is the compressibility of de-aired water at atmospheric pressure and is equal to 2.048x10^{-8} to 2.34x10^{-8} ft^2/lb. $C_a$ is the compressibility of air and is equal to 3.33x10^{-4} ft^2/lb at the atmospheric pressure. S is the degree of saturation. Considering the influence of air bubbles in the water on the compressibility of the air-water mixture, the compressibility is reduced dramatically by the presence of a very small percentage of air-bubbles because the compressibility of air is much bigger than that of de-aired water.
Now, in saturated soils (zero air voids), $C_{aw}/C_b$ is approximately equal to zero, since the compressibility of water is negligible in comparison with that of the soil skeleton. It leads to $B=1$ when $S=1$. On the contrary, if soil is dry, $C_{aw}/C_b$ approaches infinity due to the high value of compressibility of air. Thus, for dry soil ($S=0$), $B$ is equal to zero. For partially saturated soils, even for $0.90<S<1.0$, the values of $B$ range typically from about 0.1 to 0.5 (Skempton, 1954). This behavior is easily pointed out in Figure 3.30.

3.6.3 Numerical Examples of Saturation Effects on Elastic Wave Propagation

The effect of saturation on elastic wave propagation was investigated by using Ishihara's (1968 and 1970) data for a loose sand. These computed results are shown in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.31. P-wave velocity was obtained by Equations 3.47, and 3.53. According to these results, P-wave velocity and $B$ values decrease dramatically when the degree of saturation drops slightly from 100%. Those phenomena were also mentioned by Skempton (1954), and Nakagawa et al. (1996 and 1997). According to Nakagawa et al. (1996 and 1997), the P-wave velocity decreased approximately 30% with very small decrease in saturation degree such as from 100% to 99.99%.

Hardin and Richart (1963) showed that shear wave velocity in saturated soils easily is affected by some power of effective confining pressure, but also it depends on the shapes of the particles. They also found experimentally that shear wave velocity slightly reduced when soils are saturated. It was assumed that the presence of water in sand is to attach with soil skeleton and the mass of water in the sand moves with soil structure. When the mass of water increases, the mass of soil structure also increases when compared to the dry condition, and thus it reduces the stiffness of soil structure.
Figure 3.30 Typical relation of pore pressure parameter B vs. saturation degree
Table 3.5. Wave velocity and B values computed from typical values of compressibility, porosity and saturation degree for loose sand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sa</th>
<th>Sw</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>γ</th>
<th>Vp</th>
<th>Vs</th>
<th>Caw</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Lb/ft²</td>
<td>lb/ft³</td>
<td>ft/sec</td>
<td>ft/sec</td>
<td>ft³/lb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>99.999</td>
<td>8.0E+07</td>
<td>112.37</td>
<td>4865.532</td>
<td>765.789</td>
<td>2.38E-08</td>
<td>0.9973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>7.14E+07</td>
<td>112.37</td>
<td>4608.379</td>
<td>765.79</td>
<td>2.68E-08</td>
<td>0.99696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>3.47E+07</td>
<td>112.367</td>
<td>3272.676</td>
<td>765.8</td>
<td>5.67E-08</td>
<td>0.99359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>5.82E+06</td>
<td>112.339</td>
<td>1564.66</td>
<td>765.895</td>
<td>3.56E-07</td>
<td>0.96102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>3.12E+06</td>
<td>112.308</td>
<td>1294.944</td>
<td>766.002</td>
<td>6.90E-07</td>
<td>0.92725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>99.7</td>
<td>2.18E+06</td>
<td>112.276</td>
<td>1186.384</td>
<td>766.108</td>
<td>1.02E-06</td>
<td>0.95977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>1.70E+06</td>
<td>112.245</td>
<td>1127.156</td>
<td>766.215</td>
<td>1.36E-06</td>
<td>0.86636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>1.41E+06</td>
<td>112.214</td>
<td>1089.75</td>
<td>766.321</td>
<td>1.69E-06</td>
<td>0.83882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>1.22E+06</td>
<td>112.183</td>
<td>1063.96</td>
<td>766.428</td>
<td>2.02E-06</td>
<td>0.81927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>1.08E+06</td>
<td>112.152</td>
<td>1045.101</td>
<td>766.535</td>
<td>2.35E-06</td>
<td>0.78868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>9.71E+05</td>
<td>112.12</td>
<td>1030.714</td>
<td>766.641</td>
<td>2.69E-06</td>
<td>0.76579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>8.24E+05</td>
<td>112.058</td>
<td>1010.234</td>
<td>766.855</td>
<td>3.35E-06</td>
<td>0.72378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>5.27E+05</td>
<td>111.746</td>
<td>968.4679</td>
<td>767.925</td>
<td>6.68E-06</td>
<td>0.56798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>4.27E+05</td>
<td>111.434</td>
<td>954.9024</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>1.00E-05</td>
<td>0.46738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>3.47E+05</td>
<td>110.809</td>
<td>945.4205</td>
<td>771.163</td>
<td>1.67E-05</td>
<td>0.34512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2.88E+05</td>
<td>109.249</td>
<td>942.8379</td>
<td>776.652</td>
<td>3.33E-05</td>
<td>0.20866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.56E+05</td>
<td>106.127</td>
<td>951.8384</td>
<td>787.99</td>
<td>6.66E-05</td>
<td>0.11652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.48E+05</td>
<td>103.006</td>
<td>964.5343</td>
<td>799.84</td>
<td>9.99E-05</td>
<td>0.08083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2.45E+05</td>
<td>101.445</td>
<td>971.4591</td>
<td>805.97</td>
<td>1.17E-04</td>
<td>0.07099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.43E+05</td>
<td>99.8845</td>
<td>978.6664</td>
<td>812.242</td>
<td>1.33E-04</td>
<td>0.06186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2.41E+05</td>
<td>98.3238</td>
<td>986.1264</td>
<td>818.663</td>
<td>1.50E-04</td>
<td>0.05538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.40E+05</td>
<td>96.7631</td>
<td>993.8241</td>
<td>825.239</td>
<td>1.67E-04</td>
<td>0.05012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2.38E+05</td>
<td>95.2024</td>
<td>1001.753</td>
<td>831.975</td>
<td>1.83E-04</td>
<td>0.04577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.38E+05</td>
<td>93.6417</td>
<td>1009.912</td>
<td>838.88</td>
<td>2.00E-04</td>
<td>0.04212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.37E+05</td>
<td>92.081</td>
<td>1018.302</td>
<td>845.959</td>
<td>2.17E-04</td>
<td>0.03901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.36E+05</td>
<td>90.5203</td>
<td>1026.929</td>
<td>853.221</td>
<td>2.33E-04</td>
<td>0.03632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.36E+05</td>
<td>88.9597</td>
<td>1035.798</td>
<td>860.672</td>
<td>2.50E-04</td>
<td>0.03398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.34E+05</td>
<td>81.1562</td>
<td>1084.088</td>
<td>901.101</td>
<td>3.33E-04</td>
<td>0.02571</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: where Sa, Sw are gas saturation and water saturation degree of the specimen in percentage, respectively. (Sa + Sw = 100%).
Figure 3.31 Relation between P-wave and S-wave velocities and the degree of saturation

3.6.4 Saturation Effects on Cyclic Stress Ratio

Early studies of liquefaction showed that the initial saturation degree of a soil specimen is the major factor to adequately describe the liquefaction resistance of soil. The buildup of pore pressure affects the amount of permanent deformation under the cyclic loading. When a very small percentage of air-bubbles is present in a porous space, the pore compressibility increases dramatically, and the pore water pressure does not build up as seen in Table 3.5. The earlier works of Sheriff et al. (1977) showed that the liquefaction resistance of sand varies with pore pressure parameter B in Figure 3.32. It was suggested that most soil deposits are not fully saturated and B values should be considered to obtain liquefaction resistance of a specific soil for engineering application.
Figure 3.32 Saturation effect on liquefaction resistance (Sheriff et al., 1977a)
Figure 3.33 The assembly of cyclic triaxial Test
3.6.5 Saturation Procedure

The saturation degree is a very important factor to evaluate liquefaction resistance. Especially in this research, the full saturation must be achieved to investigate the anisotropy effects on liquefaction resistance. Achieving 100% saturation of the soil specimen is a formidable task. As seen in Table 3.5, even 99.8% of saturation gives 0.92 of B value. In this research, 0.94 or higher values of B values (S>99.9%) were accepted as full saturation. According to Sheriff et al. (1977), the high B values can be obtained by:

- Circulating de-aired water through the specimen (percolation method): the aired-water is circulated through the soil specimen by using different pressure at the bottom and the top, so that the air bubbles are forced to leave the specimen.

- Applying the back pressure to the specimen (the back pressure method): by keeping the effective pressure ($\sigma'$) constant, both the confining pressure ($\sigma_3$) and back pressure are increased to diminish air-bubbles under the high pressure.

As seen in Figure 3.33, cyclic triaxial setup was modified to have high B values for all reconstituted specimens. Both saturation methods were used. Before using the percolation method, CO$_2$ gas was circulated through the specimen. This process is very useful to eliminate air bubbles before saturation of the specimen. CO$_2$ is heavier than air and does not associate with air. CO$_2$ can also be dissolved easily in water at a low back pressure. Therefore, de-aired water can occupy porous space without any problems.

The following step-by-step procedure was applied on each specimen. If more than 0.94 B values were obtained before finishing all steps, the procedure was continued to have the same confining and pore water pressure for all specimens. The details of the following steps are shown in Table 3.6:
1) Specimen was first prepared under 5 psi vacuum pressure.

2) Confining pressure was increased to 5 psi ($\sigma_1=\sigma_2=\sigma_3=5$ psi).

3) Vacuum pressure inside of the soil specimen was gradually reduced to 0 psi.

4) After vacuum pressure was reduced to 0 psi, the confining pressure was increased to 10 psi.

5) A CO$_2$ tank was connected to the bottom of the specimen and CO$_2$ pressure was gradually increased to 5 psi. The top drainage line of the specimen was open to let CO$_2$ circulate. The pressure at the top of the specimen was 0 psi at this time.

6) The specimen was slowly saturated by CO$_2$ for one hour.

7) After CO$_2$ saturation, a de-aired water tank (tank2), as seen in Figure 3.33, was connected to bottom of drainage line. The specimen was saturated by de-aired water for 1 hour.

8) After saturation was complete, water tank 3 at the top and water tank 4 at the bottom were connected as seen Figure 3.33.

9) After closing both drainage values, the confining pressure was increased manually to 20 psi and B values measured.

10) After B values measurement back pressure was fixed at 15 psi at the bottom and 10 psi at the top and de-aired water circulation was continued for another 30 minutes.

11) After saturation and closing the drainage valves, the confining pressure was increased to 30 psi and B value was checked.

12) When confining pressure was 70 psi and B value was more than 0.94, saturation was considered to be completed.
Table 3.6 An example of the saturation procedure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial No</th>
<th>$\sigma_1$</th>
<th>$\sigma_3$</th>
<th>At Top</th>
<th>At Bottom</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>33.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>54.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.7 Methods of Sample Preparation

Taking into consideration of the experimental results of Mulilis et al. (1977) as shown in Figure 2.6, three different sample preparation methods were selected for this study:

- air pluviation (AP)
- moist tamping (MT)
- moist vibration (MV)
According to Mulilis et al.'s (1977) research on Montreal 0 sand, the weakest soil specimen was the one prepared by air pluviation and the strongest one was obtained by moist vibration. The moist tamping method created the second strongest specimen in terms of the liquefaction resistance, and it is very applicable and requires rather easy testing procedures. Therefore, this method was also used for the comparisons of the preparation techniques by many researchers (Ladd, 1974; De Alba et al., 1984; Ochiai et al., 1984; Ashraf et al., 1991; Lee et al., 1996 and Vaid et al., 1999).

During this research, the following step-by-step preparation procedures were carried out:

- **Step 1.** A rubber membrane (0.0125 inch thickness) was mounted on the inside of the split mold. The membrane was stretched length-wise to cover the inside and the edges of the mold. It was overlapped over the outside of the split mold to prevent leakage. 700 mmHg (13.53 psi) vacuum pressure was applied between the membrane and the inner side of the mold. The split mold was placed to the base pedestal of the triaxial cell.

- **Step 2.** Formation of the soil by different techniques, which will be discussed later in detail.

- **Step 3.** The specimen cap was placed on the mold, and the top edge of the membrane that overlapped the split mold was rolled back around the cap and sealed by a rubber O-ring. The top drainage pipe was connected and 5 psi vacuum pressure was applied inside the specimen from the bottom drainage pipe. After applying vacuum pressure, the bottom edge of the membrane that overlapped the split mold membrane was rolled down to the base of the pedestal of the triaxial cell and sealed with another rubber O-ring. The split mold was then removed.
• Step 4. Using a caliper and pie-tape, the height and diameter of the specimen were measured. Height and diameter readings were made at four different points. An average of all the readings was used for computing specimen volume with correction of membrane thickness. Knowing the volume and the weight of the specimen, the specimen density was calculated. Sensitivity of height and diameter reading was ±0.001 inch. The desired range of the relative density was 48%–52%. If the relative density of the specimen was not in this range, the specimen was rejected.

Steps 1, 3 and 4 are the same for all the techniques. In step 2, soil specimens are formed by using different techniques. These techniques will be discussed in the following sections.

3.7.1 Air Pluviation

2.2046 lbs (1000 gram) of air-dried Virginia Beach sand was poured into a 0.0353 ft³ (1000 ml) flask. The flask was closed by a rubber stopper with a 0.25 inches diameter nozzle. The flask was placed upside-down above the mold. By rotating the flask, sand was poured into the mold from a controlled height until all of the sand was dispersed. To obtain a desired density, three factors have to be considered: the nozzle size, height of the drop and the rotation speed. Mulilis et al. (1975) mentioned that changing the height of the drop did not greatly affect the density. It was suggested to use a certain height of drop to keep compaction energy the same. In this study, the height was kept constant at 6 inches. The relationship between the density of the specimen and the nozzle size was investigated by changing the nozzle size. Decreasing the nozzle size changes the flow rate from high intensity down to a few grains per second. A higher flow rate gives a lower density and vice versa. A proper nozzle size was chosen by trials and error to get a relative density of 50%.
The other consideration is how sand is poured into the mold. The flask must be moved in a circular motion to have a homogeneous specimen. The speed of rotation is important. A higher speed of motion could create a sample with a higher density. After some practice, the necessary rotational rate was experimentally established. To have 50% relative density for the VB sand specimen, the rotation speed was approximately 40-50 circles to have a one-inch soil layer in the mold.

3.7.2 Moist Tamping

To have a uniform soil specimen, the specimen was formed in five layers. Locations of layers were marked on the interior of the mold for vision before sand was dispersed into the mold. The first layer thickness at the bottom was 1.9 inches to protect the piezoelectric transducers at the bottom from the tamping effects. The other layers are one inch thick. In total, 2.1561 lbs (978 gram) air-dried Virginia Beach sand was used to constitute a soil specimen by the moist tamping technique.

The desired weight of air-dried sand for the first layer was poured into a pan and mixed with a certain amount of de-aired water to have moisture content of 8%. After creating a homogeneous mixture of moist sand, the mixture was poured into the mold. The surface was leveled. The mixture was compacted with a tamping rod. The rod consisted of a 7-inch long brass rod with a changeable tamping foot. The tamping foot was 2.75 inches in diameter and 0.3 inches thick. To control the height of drop, a restraining disc was used. The restraining disc was adjusted on the brass rod to produce the desired height for the first layer, then the tamping rod was placed inside the mold. The tamping rod was dropped from a height of one inch until the desired layer thickness was achieved. The compactor procedure was repeated for each layer. After the compaction of all layers was done, step 3 and step 4 were applied.
3.7.3 Moist Vibration

Vibration is one of the most popular methods to compact cohesionless soil. Changing the frequency and the amplitude of the vibrations affects the soil fabric and density. In the laboratory conditions, using the vibration technique on partially saturated cohesionless soils such as sand is highly difficult. The amplitude of vibration can not be high due to the small specimen size, and moist saturated soils show some pseudo cohesion by water films between the particles. A large amount of vibration energy is needed to achieve even medium density (Dr=50%). In order to have a uniform soil specimen and to apply large amount of vibration energy, a soil specimen was formed in 10 layers. The first two layers were 0.95 inches each to protect the piezoelectric bender elements at the surface of the pedestal and all other layers were 0.5 inches. Totally, 2.1561 lbs (978 gram) air-dried Virginia Beach sand was used to constitute a soil specimen by the moist vibration technique. A beaker was filled with the desired weight of dry soil and a certain amount of de-aired water. They were mixed enough to have a homogeneous moist mixture with 8% water content. The mixture was poured into a split mold and the surface was leveled. The surcharge load was placed on the layer. The surcharge produced 1.12 psi on the layer. A modified hand vibrator was contacted firmly at the side of the mold until the desired height was achieved. The frequency of vibration was 1 kHz. These procedures were repeated for each layer. After finishing all layers, step 3 and step 4 were applied.
3.8 Summary of Laboratory Testing Program

3.8.1 Preparation of Soil Specimens

After the properties of the sand used in this research were determined, three different specimen preparation techniques were used.

- air pluviation (AP)
- moist tamping (MT)
- moist vibration (MV)

During the preparation procedures, the vacuum pressure between the specimen mold and rubber membrane was kept constant (5 psi) to eliminate the effect of the vacuum pressure on the soil specimens and soil structure. Relative density ($D_r$) was chosen at 50% to obtain a medium dense soil specimen and the range of ($D_r$) was chosen between 48% and 52% to consider the densities of each specimen be the same. Otherwise, the specimen was rejected.

3.8.2 Saturation of Soil Specimens

The soil specimen was saturated by de-aired water until achieving 0.94 or higher $B$ values to reduce the saturation effect on the liquefaction resistance. The saturation procedure was continued to have a confining pressure ($\sigma_3$) of 70 psi, no matter if desired $B$ value was achieved earlier or not. Back pressure was increased to 60 psi to have effective pressure of 10 psi. If required $B$ value did not pass 0.94, the specimen was rejected.

3.8.3 Cyclic Triaxial Testing Program

After a specimen was fully saturated and consolidated under 10 psi effective isotropic confining pressure, the cyclic triaxial test was performed to determine the liquefaction resistance. It should be noted that all cyclic triaxial tests were conducted.
under an isotropic stress condition to eliminate stress-induced anisotropy. By changing the amplitude of cyclic stress, the relationship between the cyclic stress ratio and the number of cycles causing initial liquefaction was obtained.

3.8.4 Measurements of Elastic Wave Velocities

3.8.4.1 Elastic Wave Velocities at Dry Condition (S=0%)

After the preparation of the soil specimen was completed under 5 psi, vertical and horizontal P-wave velocities and vertical shear wave velocity were measured. Elastic wave velocity tests were repeated for all specimens prepared by the different techniques so that the soil fabric effects on elastic properties of soil structure were investigated for dry or moist specimens (8% water content).

3.8.4.2 Elastic Wave Velocities at Full Water Saturation (S=100%)

After the saturation of the soil specimens was completed under 5 psi effective confining pressure, vertical P-wave and vertical shear wave velocities were measured. Horizontal P-wave velocity was not able to be measured at this time, because of a high disturbance on wave form due to water in the inner cell. The first arrival time was not clearly detected.

3.8.4.3 Elastic Wave Velocity under Different Effective Confining Pressures

The specimens prepared by different techniques were subjected to different effective confining pressure at dry and saturated conditions. Elastic wave velocities were measured at the effective confining pressures 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 psi.

3.8.4.4 Measurements of Volume Change under Isotropic Stresses

As separated tests, consolidation tests were conducted to determine the compressibility (bulk modulus) of the soil skeleton of each specimen. For consolidation tests, the triaxial test setup was used. After saturated soils specimen under 10 psi
confining and 5 psi back pressure, the specimens were consolidated under different effective confining pressure, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 psi. Volumetric change ($\Delta V$) and axial strain ($\varepsilon_1$) were measured under the consolidation pressures.
CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

A laboratory experimental program was developed to investigate anisotropy of granular materials and its relation to liquefaction resistance. Cyclic triaxial tests were performed on Virginia Beach (VB) sand specimens prepared by three different preparation methods:

- Air Pluviation (AP)
- Moist Tamping (MT)
- Moist Vibration (MV)

In order to investigate the effects of inherent anisotropy on the liquefaction resistance, elastic wave velocities were measured by means of a pulse transmission method on the same specimens with dry (S=0%) and saturated (S=100%) conditions. Isotropic consolidation tests were also conducted to determine the compressibility of each specimen under different effective confining pressures.

Based on the results of experiments, firstly, soil specimens (AP, MT, MV) were assumed to be isotropic materials. The isotropic mechanical properties of each specimen were obtained. Secondly, the specimens were assumed to be transversely isotropic and the anisotropic mechanical properties were recovered.

In this chapter, the results of the laboratory testing programs are presented and anisotropic characteristics of granular materials and its relation to liquefaction resistance are discussed.
4.2 Liquefaction Resistance of Specimens

Series of stress-controlled cyclic triaxial tests were performed on three different specimens created by air pluviation (AP), moist tamping (MT), and moist vibration (MV) techniques. All tests were conducted under an isotropic confining stress condition. The specimens were consolidated under an effective confining pressure ($\sigma'$) of 10 psi for 20 minutes. The initial conditions prior to the cyclic testing are given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Initial conditions of soil specimens prior to the cyclic loading

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparation Technique</th>
<th>Dr (%)</th>
<th>B (%)</th>
<th>Confining Pressure ($\sigma_3$) psi</th>
<th>Pore Water Pressure psi</th>
<th>Effective Confining Pressure psi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>50.1±0.97</td>
<td>97.0±1.25</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>48.81±0.58</td>
<td>96.16±1.88</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV</td>
<td>49.20±0.77</td>
<td>95.77±1.75</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the liquefaction tests, modified cyclic triaxial test equipment was used. Cyclic loading frequency was 0.5 Hz. After the specimen was fully consolidated, the drainage valves were closed. The specimens were then subjected to uniform sinusoidal cyclic stresses. The axial deformations of the specimen with increasing number of cyclic loads were recorded. The numbers of cycles causing initial liquefaction with 5% of double axial strain were determined. Figure 4.1 represents the result of a cyclic triaxial test on VB sand. The number of cycles causing liquefaction are 14 with 5% double amplitude axial strain in this case. Other graphical results of cyclic triaxial test are given in Appendix A.
Figure 4.1 The results of cyclic triaxial test on VB sand: $\sigma_1 = \sigma_3 = 70$ psi, $u = 60$ psi, $\sigma' = 10$ psi.
The relationship of liquefaction resistance in terms of cyclic stress ratio (CSR) to the number of cyclic loads was established for AP, MT and MV specimens as seen in Figure 4.2. The cyclic stress ratio (CSR) was defined as the ratio of cyclic deviator stress to initial effective confining stress ($\sigma_{dl}/2\sigma'$) when the double amplitude axial strain reaches 5%. The results clearly demonstrate that the preparation methods significantly affect the liquefaction behavior. According to the results of the cyclic loading test, the differences in cyclic stress ratios of MV and AP specimens were about 144% at 10 cycles and 116% at 100 cycles. Specimens formed by MT method had a slightly lower strength in comparison with MV specimens. MT specimens were about 9% lower at 10 cycles and lower 11% at 100 cycles than MV specimens. The differences in cyclic stress ratios of MT and AP specimens were about 124% at 10 cycles and 94% at 100 cycles. These results showed that there were enormous differences between the cyclic stress ratios of reconstituted Virginia Beach sand specimens depending on the sample preparation techniques. This is in agreement with data obtained by Mulilis et al. (1977).
Table 4.2 Cyclic stress ratio required to cause liquefaction at different cycles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Earthquake Magnitude M</th>
<th>Number of Cycles</th>
<th>CSR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-3/4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-1/2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-1/2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.243</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2 Liquefaction resistance for AP, MT, and MV specimens
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4.3 Elastic Wave Measurements

4.3.1 Effect of Initial Water Content

The basic differences among AP, MT, and MV specimens are initial water content of the compacted materials. AP specimens were prepared under totally dry condition (S=0%), while MT and MV specimens were compacted with 8% water content. The 8% water content implies S=0.3% for Virginia Beach specimens. By using Equations 3.51 and 3.52 for bulk modulus, Equation 3.58 for P-wave velocity ($V_p$), and Equation 3.59 for S-wave ($V_s$) velocity, elastic waves were numerically calculated as functions of S and B values based on Ishihara’s (1970) data. Equations 3.60 and 3.61 were utilized to compute B values. Those are shown in Table 4.3. When saturation degree is 0.3 %, B values is 0.0258. The values of $V_p$ and $V_s$ at S=0.3% are reduced 0.057, and 0.058 % smaller than the values at S=0%, respectively. Therefore, initial MT and MV specimens can be considered practically as dry soil samples.

Table 4.3 Saturation effect on elastic wave velocities based on Ishihara’s (1970) data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$V_p$</th>
<th>$V_s$</th>
<th>Caw</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>lb/ft²</td>
<td>lb/ft³</td>
<td>ft/sec</td>
<td>ft/sec</td>
<td>ft²/lb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.10E+07</td>
<td>112.37</td>
<td>4896.99</td>
<td>765.79</td>
<td>2.34E-08</td>
<td>0.9973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.999</td>
<td>7.14E+07</td>
<td>112.37</td>
<td>4608.38</td>
<td>765.79</td>
<td>2.68E-08</td>
<td>0.9970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>3.47E+07</td>
<td>112.37</td>
<td>3272.68</td>
<td>765.80</td>
<td>5.67E-08</td>
<td>0.9936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>5.82E+06</td>
<td>112.34</td>
<td>1564.66</td>
<td>765.90</td>
<td>3.56E-07</td>
<td>0.9610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>8.24E+05</td>
<td>112.06</td>
<td>1010.23</td>
<td>766.85</td>
<td>3.35E-06</td>
<td>0.7238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>5.27E+05</td>
<td>111.75</td>
<td>968.47</td>
<td>767.93</td>
<td>6.68E-06</td>
<td>0.5680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>3.47E+05</td>
<td>110.81</td>
<td>945.42</td>
<td>771.16</td>
<td>1.67E-05</td>
<td>0.3451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.40E+05</td>
<td>96.76</td>
<td>993.82</td>
<td>825.24</td>
<td>1.67E-04</td>
<td>0.0501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.34E+05</td>
<td>81.47</td>
<td>1082.02</td>
<td>899.37</td>
<td>3.30E-04</td>
<td>0.0260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.34E+05</td>
<td>81.31</td>
<td>1083.05</td>
<td>900.24</td>
<td>3.31E-04</td>
<td>0.0258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.34E+05</td>
<td>81.25</td>
<td>1083.47</td>
<td>900.58</td>
<td>3.32E-04</td>
<td>0.0258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.34E+05</td>
<td>81.16</td>
<td>1084.09</td>
<td>901.10</td>
<td>3.33E-04</td>
<td>0.0257</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.2 Effect of Saturation Degree

During the specimen saturation process, and before each cyclic triaxial test, elastic wave velocities were measured at every increments of back pressure application, except P-wave in horizontal direction. Horizontal P-wave velocity was not able to be measured. Since a high disturbance coming from coupling between water and bender elements, the first arrival time of P-wave was hidden. The results of vertical P-wave and S-wave measurements are illustrated in Figure 4.3 and 4.10.

As seen in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.3, water saturation degree has a big effect on the P-wave velocities. In Section 3.6.3, it was reported that after full water saturation is completed, the bulk compressibility of the pore fluid is a main factor affecting P-wave velocities. It was experimentally proved that the small amount of air bubbles dramatically changes the compressibility of pore fluid. Especially flushing CO$_2$ gas and deaired water through soil specimens gives small B values in low back pressures. Increasing back pressure forces gas bubbles to resolve into water till B value reaches a desirable magnitude such as 0.94.

Strachan (1985) stated that the small gas bubbles could not be distributed uniformly through the soil specimen. As CO$_2$ gas and deaired water were pushed into the soil specimen to eliminate air in the pore, deaired water could find its own pathways and travels in that direction during the flushing process. Therefore, small amounts of gas could be present in the soil. However, P-wave can be transmitted through the fully saturated pathways in the media, and further flushing water causes less gas bubbles to be present and more fully saturated pathways let P-wave energy increase. During the saturation process, it was observed that after a certain B value was accomplished, the amplitudes of received signals were increased. It is shown in Appendix C.
In Figure 4.3, the numerical data from Table 4.3 differs from the experimental values. Flushing de-aired water travels from the bottom of the specimens to the top and air bubbles could be stacked at the top. That affects the P-wave velocity and B values and the gas bubbles might not be distributed uniformly in the direction of P-wave propagation. All these difficulties are beyond the control and it might change the magnitude of P-wave velocities with time. It might explain the difference between theoretical P-wave velocities calculated in Section 3.6.3 and the measured P-wave velocities.

![Graph showing saturation effect on P-wave velocities of AP, MT, and MV specimens](image)

Figure 4.3 Saturation effect on P-wave velocities of AP, MT, and MV specimens
As identified in Section 3.5.1, while P-wave propagation is a function of the bulk modulus of the specimens, S-wave is not only a function of the effective pressures but also depends on the direction of particle motion. The measurements of S-wave velocity show a small variation over various B values as seen in Figure 4.4. Water may influence the coupling between solid particles by wetting the contacts of solid particles. After saturation, the experimental results indicated that the values of $V_s$ of AP, MT, and MV specimens under 5 psi effective pressure decrease approximately 8, 6 and 6%, respectively, in comparison with the values of $V_s$ of dry specimens. The measured S-wave velocities during the saturation showed generally a good agreement with the numerical data. Hardin and Richart (1963) showed that shear wave velocity in saturated soils is a power function of effective confining pressure, but also it depends on the shapes of the particles. They also found experimentally that shear wave velocity decreased slightly due to the presence of water in a sand since water is attached to soil particles and
it moves with the soil. As the mass of water increases the mass of the soil structure compared to dry condition, the shear wave velocity decreases for the same $G$ values as seen in Equation 3.59.

### 4.3.5 Effect of Effective Confining Pressure

To investigate the effect of effective confining pressure ($\sigma'$) on elastic wave velocities, three series of experiments were conducted for each sample preparation techniques. Specimens were first prepared at 5 psi vacuum pressure and effective pressure ($\sigma$) was then increased to 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 psi. P-wave velocities in vertical and horizontal directions ($V_{p_v}$ and $V_{p_h}$) and S-wave velocity in vertical direction ($V_{s_v}$) were measured. Those are presented in Tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 and in Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.8. During the test, frequencies for $V_{p_v}$ were 17 and 22 kHz, for $V_{s_v}$ those were 5, 7 and 9 KHz, and for $V_{p_h}$, frequencies of 20 and 30 kHz were used. Average values were reported for different readings at different frequencies. Some graphical results are also presented in Appendix D.

It was experimentally observed that under different effective pressures ($\sigma'$) in the range from 5 to 50 psi, P-wave velocities in vertical and horizontal directions, and also S-wave velocities in vertical direction increased with increasing the effective pressure. Since air was present in the porous media in the cases of $S=0\%$, the compressibility of soil skeleton or bulk modulus affected strongly the measurement of wave velocities with different $\sigma'$ as seen in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
Table 4.4 Measurements of elastic waves for AP specimens at dry and saturated conditions under different effective pressures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>σ (psi)</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;p&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;s&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;ph&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;p&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;s&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1149.65</td>
<td>613.25</td>
<td>1036.07</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4447.76</td>
<td>576.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1288.32</td>
<td>687.15</td>
<td>1187.17</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4373.16</td>
<td>635.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1424.90</td>
<td>821.02</td>
<td>1402.41</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4325.73</td>
<td>722.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1514.99</td>
<td>905.92</td>
<td>1523.05</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4246.85</td>
<td>872.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1582.11</td>
<td>1023.87</td>
<td>1584.20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4490.36</td>
<td>919.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1651.11</td>
<td>1072.92</td>
<td>1699.60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4446.27</td>
<td>995.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5 Measurements of elastic waves for MT specimens at dry and saturated conditions under different effective pressures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>σ (psi)</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;p&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;s&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;ph&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;p&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;s&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1114.6</td>
<td>687.27</td>
<td>1089.08</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4657.87</td>
<td>655.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1217.6</td>
<td>813.12</td>
<td>1208.25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4591.33</td>
<td>761.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1400.4</td>
<td>926.51</td>
<td>1390.63</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4560.53</td>
<td>858.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1541.7</td>
<td>1086.29</td>
<td>1543.29</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4557.39</td>
<td>962.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1606.3</td>
<td>1133.26</td>
<td>1617.17</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4509.46</td>
<td>1046.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1647.8</td>
<td>1220.29</td>
<td>1651.42</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4670.60</td>
<td>1125.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6. Measurements of elastic waves for MV specimens at dry and saturated conditions under different effective pressures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>σ (psi)</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;p&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;s&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;ph&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
<th>S (%)</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;p&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
<th>V&lt;sub&gt;s&lt;/sub&gt;, ft/sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1167.51</td>
<td>725.64</td>
<td>1126.17</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4573.92</td>
<td>688.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1293.50</td>
<td>836.52</td>
<td>1295.14</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4292.93</td>
<td>772.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1483.07</td>
<td>971.42</td>
<td>1461.40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4450.87</td>
<td>923.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1575.82</td>
<td>1112.93</td>
<td>1585.09</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4342.67</td>
<td>986.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1692.87</td>
<td>1201.61</td>
<td>1688.80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4463.16</td>
<td>1116.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1779.87</td>
<td>1271.61</td>
<td>1737.42</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4601.72</td>
<td>1152.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.5 P-wave velocities in vertical direction against effective confining pressure at dry condition (S=0.0%)

Figure 4.6 P-wave velocities in the horizontal direction against effective confining pressure at dry condition (S=0.0%)
Figure 4.7 P-wave velocities in the vertical direction against effective confining pressure at saturated condition (S=100%)

Figure 4.8 S-wave velocities in the vertical direction against effective confining pressure at dry condition (S=0.0%)
Figure 4.9 S-wave velocities in the horizontal direction against effective confining pressure at saturated condition (S=100%)

In case of dry specimens, the values of Vp_\text{v} were measured as 1288, 1217 and 1293 ft/sec for AP, MT and MT specimens under 10 psi effective confining pressure as seen in Tables 4.4 through 4.5, respectively. The differences in vertical P-wave velocities of MV and AP specimens are just about 0.38%. The results indicate that in vertical direction P-wave velocities are nearly identical.

The ratios of Vp_\text{v} to Vp_\text{h} for AP, MT and MV specimens are 1.085, 1.007 and 0.998, respectively. It implies that P-wave velocities in both directions are nearly identical for MT and MV, but not for AP specimens. It appears that AP technique in comparison with the others creates more rigid structures in vertical direction, while MT and MV techniques create rather isotropic structures. In addition, the highest P-wave velocities in any direction were given by MV technique. Since there is a very small difference in the Vp_\text{v}/Vp_\text{h} ratio (0.998), MV technique creates the strongest specimen.
From Figures 4.5, and 6, another conclusion can be made that $V_{p_v}$ and $V_{p_h}$ velocities are highly affected by the presence of water in the porous media. The compressibility of air in comparison with the compressibility of sand particles is very high. Therefore, P-wave velocity increases with increasing confining pressure when specimens are dry. When the same porous volume is filled with de-aired water, fully saturated specimens give similar magnitudes of $V_{p_v}$ at any effective pressures as seen in Figure 4.7 and in Appendix E.

As seen in Figure 4.8 and 4.9, under dry and saturated conditions, S-waves of all reconstituted specimens increase with increasing effective confining pressure. As stresses increased at the contacts between the particles, frictional forces go up. It creates stronger stiffness. Some wave records are also presented in Appendix D and E.

In case of dry specimens, the values of $V_{s_v}$ were measured as 687, 813, and 836 ft/sec for AP, MT and MV specimens under 10 psi effective confining pressure as seen in Tables 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, respectively. The difference in vertical S-wave velocities of MV and AP specimens are about 21.6%. In the case of saturated specimens, the difference is also 21.52%. Those fact implies that S-waves can clearly distinguished the differences of AP, MT and MV techniques as compared with the curves of P-wave velocities. The smallest magnitudes of S-wave velocities under dry and saturated conditions were created by AP techniques while the highest S-wave velocities occurred for MV specimens for all levels of the effective confining pressure. There could be a strong relationship between inherent anisotropy, shear wave velocities, and hence shear modulus of the specimens.
4.4 Consolidation Test

In order to obtain the compressibility (bulk modulus) of the soil specimens, three series of consolidation tests were conducted by using the triaxial test setup. Specimens were prepared at 5 psi vacuum pressure first. Those were saturated under 10 psi confining pressure and 5 psi back pressure with CO\textsubscript{2} gas and then de-aired water circulations. Saturation process was checked by pulse transmission method. P-wave arrival time in vertical direction was chosen as a reference. When the saturation degree was increased, it transmitted faster and higher amplitude P-waves. When the velocity of saturated specimens was reached, it was assumed that the specimens were saturated.

After specimens were saturated under 10 psi confining and 5 psi back pressure, isotropic consolidation stresses were increased step by step from 10, 20 30, 40, and to 50 psi. Volumetric and axial strains were measured. Relationships between different soil fabrics created by the different preparation methods and the volumetric stress-strain behavior were established from the consolidation tests. Volumetric ($\varepsilon_v$) and axial ($\varepsilon_l$) strain were measured under the consolidation pressures. The values of volumetric and axial strain changes were recorded at 15 and 30 seconds and at 1, 2, 4, 8 and 15 minutes. The consolidation time of specimens generally took place in 2 minutes and there was no significant volumetric or axial strain changes observed thereafter. The results are seen in Table 4.7 and Figures 4.10 and 4.11. It is clear that the preparation techniques caused significant differences in terms of the volumetric and axial strains. It was observed that the amount of volumetric strain ($\varepsilon_v$), and the axial strain ($\varepsilon_l$) were the highest for AP specimens, followed by MT, and MV specimens in the order. It implies that AP specimens had the lowest stiffness and the highest tendency for volume changes.
and thus lowest resistance against liquefaction.

Table 4.7 Consolidation test results of reconstituted soil specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consolidation Pressure</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_V$</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_I$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psi</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.05517</td>
<td>0.04287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.17432</td>
<td>0.10966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.26563</td>
<td>0.16749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.33888</td>
<td>0.21634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.40138</td>
<td>0.25920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.10 Volumetric strain against consolidation pressure for AP, MT, and MV specimens
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4.5 Analysis of Results

4.5.1 Elastic Wave Velocities

It was observed that under dry condition, elastic waves were a function of effective confining stress. The relationships between effective stress and elastic wave velocity were investigated. As mentioned in Section 2.6.2, it was found that elastic waves have a good correlation with effective confining pressure ($\sigma'$). Elastic waves, which were measured during this investigation, can be well expressed by the following formula:

**Air Pluviation:**

$$V_{pv} = 898.55(\sigma')^{0.1543} \quad R^2 = 0.999 \quad S = 0\% \quad (4.1a)$$

$$V_{ph} = 733.21(\sigma')^{0.2132} \quad R^2 = 0.997 \quad S = 0\% \quad (4.1b)$$

$$V_{sv} = 398.25(\sigma')^{0.2489} \quad R^2 = 0.984 \quad S = 0\% \quad (4.1c)$$

$$V_{sv} = 373.96(\sigma')^{0.2427} \quad R^2 = 0.963 \quad S = 100\% \quad (4.1d)$$
Moist Tamping:

\[ V_{pv} = 823.81(\sigma')^{0.1793} \quad R^2 = 0.991 \quad S = 0\% \]  
(4.2a)

\[ V_{ph} = 792.56(\sigma')^{0.1907} \quad R^2 = 0.993 \quad S = 0\% \]  
(4.2b)

\[ V_{sv} = 457.57(\sigma')^{0.2479} \quad R^2 = 0.991 \quad S = 0\% \]  
(4.2c)

\[ V_{sv} = 447.77(\sigma')^{0.2289} \quad R^2 = 0.988 \quad S = 100\% \]  
(4.2d)

Moist Vibration

\[ V_{pv} = 859.6(\sigma')^{0.1827} \quad R^2 = 0.995 \quad S = 0\% \]  
(4.3a)

\[ V_{ph} = 832.2(\sigma')^{0.1896} \quad R^2 = 0.990 \quad S = 0\% \]  
(4.3b)

\[ V_{sv} = 478.86(\sigma')^{0.2468} \quad R^2 = 0.993 \quad S = 0\% \]  
(4.3c)

\[ V_{sv} = 466.09(\sigma')^{0.2294} \quad R^2 = 0.987 \quad S = 100\% \]  
(4.3d)

4.5.2 Recovery of Elastic Constant

It should be noted that during the following analyses and numerical calculations, all the soil specimens were assumed to have relative density of 50% and their elastic wave velocities were calculated from Equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 for simplifications rather than using the raw data values.

4.5.2.1 Isotropic Material Constants

First, it is assumed that AP, MT and MV preparation techniques create isotropic materials. From the elastic theory for isotropic materials, P-wave velocities in horizontal and vertical directions are:

\[ V_{ph} = V_{pv} = \sqrt{\frac{\lambda + 2G}{\rho}} \quad \text{or} \quad \sqrt{\frac{K + \frac{4}{3}G}{\rho}} \]  
(4.4)

and S-wave velocity is:
\[ V_e = \sqrt{\frac{G}{\rho}} \]  

and the ratio of \( V_p \) to \( V_s \) is:

\[ \frac{V_p}{V_s} = \sqrt{\frac{K + 4}{3G}} \]  

where \( \lambda \) is Lame's constant. \( G \) is shear modulus and \( K \) is bulk modulus of linear isotropic materials.

During the consolidation test, the instantaneous increase of confining pressure \( A_{\sigma_c} \) is applied on a fully saturated soil and the pore water pressure in the soil initially increases. Because of allowed drainage, \( A_{\sigma_c} \) is gradually transferred from water in the porous of soil to the assembly of soil particles. Then the increment of confining pressure is carried by the soil skeleton. Eventually, a volume change occurs. The volume change is a function of the compressibility or bulk modulus of soil structure. Therefore, the bulk modulus of soil structure can be determined from the consolidation test as follows:

\[ \frac{AV}{V} = \frac{\sigma}{K} \]  

where \( \epsilon_v \) is volumetric strain. \( \epsilon_1, \epsilon_2 \) and \( \epsilon_3 \), are axial strains in principal stress directions 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

As seen in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, during the consolidation test, soil specimens produce non-linear (curved) behavior. However, bulk modulus is linearly related with the volumetric strain and effective stress as expressed in Equation 4.8. To reduce any complication, within a small stress interval, the following relation can be used to obtain
tangent bulk modulus (K):

$$K_n = \frac{\sigma_n - \sigma_{n-1}}{\varepsilon_{\text{v,n}} - \varepsilon_{\text{v,n-1}}} \quad (4.9)$$

where $\varepsilon_{\text{v,n}}$ and $\varepsilon_{\text{v,n-1}}$ are the volumetric strain at effective pressure $\sigma_n'\, \sigma_{n-1}'$, respectively.

K values of AP, MT, and MV specimens in terms of effective pressures are given in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8 Consolidation test results of AP, MT, MV specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_n$</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_1$</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_2$</th>
<th>$\varepsilon_{\text{v/n}}$</th>
<th>K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>psi</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.055172</td>
<td>0.012737</td>
<td>0.021218</td>
<td>4.331706</td>
<td>9062.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.175784</td>
<td>0.043205</td>
<td>0.06629</td>
<td>4.068604</td>
<td>8291.018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.266122</td>
<td>0.070058</td>
<td>0.098032</td>
<td>3.798572</td>
<td>11069.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.338878</td>
<td>0.090545</td>
<td>0.124166</td>
<td>3.742631</td>
<td>13744.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.401376</td>
<td>0.106257</td>
<td>0.14756</td>
<td>3.777403</td>
<td>16000.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The direct measurement of shear modulus with applied shear strain is not experimentally possible by using the triaxial test device. However, shear modulus (G) of
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the specimens can be computed from elastic S-wave measurements using Equation 4.5. Computed K values in Table 4.8, and G values obtained from S-wave measurements are used to compute $V_{p}/V_{s}$ ratio (Equation 4.6) for consolidation test. Computed $V_{p}/V_{s}$ values from the consolidation test and from actual wave measurements are compared in Table 4.9, and in Figures 4.12, 13, and 14 for AP, MT and MV specimens, respectively.

Table 4.9 Computed and measured elastic wave velocity ratios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\sigma$ (psi)</th>
<th>Consolidation Test</th>
<th>Wave Measurement Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V_{p}/V_{s}$</td>
<td>$V_{p}/V_{s}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.479</td>
<td>1.452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.376</td>
<td>1.428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.389</td>
<td>1.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.406</td>
<td>1.420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.417</td>
<td>1.425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen in Figures 4.13 and 14, MT and MV specimens show good agreements. It should be noted that $V_{p}/V_{s}$ ratios from the consolidation test use the measured bulk modulus from isotropic loading tests based on the isotropic material assumption, and thus good agreement of two curves implies that the isotropic material assumption is nearly valid. It can be said that MT and MV specimens had nearly isotropic soil fabrics. Figure 4.12, however, shows a significant difference on two curves, which implies that isotropic material assumption is not valid for AP specimens. It was mentioned before that the ratios of $V_{p}$ to $V_{ph}$ for AP, MT, and MV specimens are 1.085, 1.007 and 0.998, respectively. P-wave velocities in both directions are nearly identical for MT and MV,
but not for AP specimens. It appears that AP technique in comparison with the others creates highly anisotropic structure. In addition, as seen in Table 4.8, the ratio of ε_v to ε_l for AP specimens is higher than 4. It implies that AP specimens are highly anisotropic. Meanwhile, the ratios of ε_v to ε_l for MT and MV specimens are rather close to the value of 3.33, which is for ideal isotropic materials.

Figure 4.12 Measured and computed elastic wave velocity ratio for AP specimens

Figure 4.13 Measured and computed elastic wave velocity ratio for MT specimens
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4.5.2.2 Transversely Isotropic Material Constants

It is a logical assumption that AP, MT and MV preparation techniques in a cylindrical triaxial device create transversely isotropic materials. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the specimens considered in direction ‘1’, which is normal to plane 2-3, has the same properties or behaves isotropically on one symmetry plane (plane 2-3). During the experiments, two measurements of P-wave velocities and one S-wave velocity were obtained in the plane 1-2. In transversely isotropic condition, P-wave and S-wave can be expressed as:

P-wave velocity in vertical direction in the plane 1-2:

\[ V_{h} = \sqrt{\frac{C_{11}}{\rho}} \]  

(4.10)

P-wave velocity in horizontal direction in the plane 1-2:

\[ V_{\rho h} = \sqrt{\frac{C_{22}}{\rho}} \]  

(4.11)

S-wave velocity in the vertical direction in the plane 1-2:

\[ V_{s} = \sqrt{\frac{C_{44}}{\rho}} \]  

(4.12)
where $C_{11}, C_{22}$ and $C_{44}$ are the components of the stiffness matrix of transversely isotropic materials. Those were identified in Section 3.5.1. In the transversely isotropic cases, the five elastic constants ($E_1, E_2, G_{12}, \nu_{21}$ and $\nu_{23}$) must be defined independently. $G_{12}$ can be directly calculated by Equation 4.12 from S-wave measurement.

During the consolidation test, a hydrostatic state of stress ($\sigma_1=\sigma_2=\sigma_3$) exists and every directions are principle directions. Because of the transversely isotropic condition ($\varepsilon_2=\varepsilon_3$), Equation 4.7 can be rewritten as:

$$\varepsilon_1 = \varepsilon_1 + 2\varepsilon_2 \tag{4.13}$$

$$\varepsilon_1 = \frac{\sigma_1}{E_1} - \frac{\nu_{21}}{E_2} \sigma_2 - \frac{\nu_{21}}{E_2} \sigma_3 \tag{4.14}$$

$$\varepsilon_2 = \frac{\sigma_2}{E_2} - \frac{\nu_{21}}{E_2} \sigma_1 - \frac{\nu_{21}}{E_2} \sigma_3 \tag{4.15}$$

$\varepsilon_2$ can be obtained from Equation 4.13 using consolidation test results shown in Table 4.8. As observed earlier in this section, under the consolidation test, volumetric strain curves were non-linear (curved). Therefore to utilize Equations 4.14 and 4.15, the following modifications are made:

$$\Delta \varepsilon_{k,n} = \varepsilon_{k,n} - \varepsilon_{k,n-1} \tag{4.16}$$

$$\Delta \sigma_{k,n} = \sigma_{k,n} - \sigma_{k,n-1} \tag{4.17}$$

where $k$ represents the direction of the strain, and $n$ shows the step number of increments of the effective confining pressure.

Finally, Equations 4.10, 4.11, 4.16 and 4.17 were used for the recovery of other four independent elastic constants ($E_1, E_2, \nu_{21}$ and $\nu_{23}$). It should be noted that these equations are non-linear. Therefore, those need to be solved numerically. A commercial
computer program, Mathematica, was used to solve the problem. First, initial values of elastic constants were assigned, and \( E_1, E_2, \nu_{21} \) and \( \nu_{23} \) were obtained for AP, MT and MV specimens under different effective confining pressures. All initial data and results are given in Tables 4.10 through 4.18, and the results are plotted in Figures 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17.

Table 4.10 Initial input values of AP specimens at different effective pressures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \sigma' ) (psi)</th>
<th>( \varepsilon_v ) (%)</th>
<th>( \varepsilon_1 ) (%)</th>
<th>( \varepsilon_2 ) (%)</th>
<th>( V_{S_v} ) (ft/sec)</th>
<th>( G_{12} ) (psi)</th>
<th>( V_{P_v} ) (ft/sec)</th>
<th>( V_{P_H} ) (ft/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.055172</td>
<td>0.01274</td>
<td>0.021218</td>
<td>706.408</td>
<td>10589.811</td>
<td>1281.865</td>
<td>1197.922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.175784</td>
<td>0.04321</td>
<td>0.06629</td>
<td>839.425</td>
<td>14953.434</td>
<td>1426.564</td>
<td>1388.699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.266122</td>
<td>0.07006</td>
<td>0.098032</td>
<td>928.563</td>
<td>18297.813</td>
<td>1518.665</td>
<td>1514.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.338878</td>
<td>0.09055</td>
<td>0.124166</td>
<td>997.490</td>
<td>21115.126</td>
<td>1587.596</td>
<td>1609.858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.401376</td>
<td>0.10626</td>
<td>0.14756</td>
<td>1054.458</td>
<td>23595.842</td>
<td>1643.211</td>
<td>1688.297</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.11 Values of recovered elastic constants for AP specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \sigma' ) (psi)</th>
<th>( v_{12AP} )</th>
<th>( v_{21AP} )</th>
<th>( E_{1AP} ) (psi)</th>
<th>( E_{2AP} ) (psi)</th>
<th>( G_{12AP} ) (psi)</th>
<th>( G_{23AP} ) (psi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.253</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>34624.023</td>
<td>28383.345</td>
<td>10589.811</td>
<td>18998.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-0.409</td>
<td>-0.113</td>
<td>42098.160</td>
<td>33771.539</td>
<td>14953.434</td>
<td>28556.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>-0.278</td>
<td>-0.128</td>
<td>47475.501</td>
<td>44314.466</td>
<td>18297.813</td>
<td>30702.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>-0.278</td>
<td>-0.043</td>
<td>53192.749</td>
<td>50556.017</td>
<td>21115.126</td>
<td>35025.549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>-0.318</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>56926.003</td>
<td>54178.134</td>
<td>23595.842</td>
<td>39692.220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.12 Errors of the non-linear equations for AP specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \sigma' ) (psi)</th>
<th>Equation 4.10</th>
<th>Equation 4.11</th>
<th>Equation 4.16</th>
<th>Equation 4.17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.69E-18</td>
<td>-1.69E-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.84E-14</td>
<td>-6.78E-18</td>
<td>1.69E-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>-8.47E-19</td>
<td>-8.47E-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.84E-14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.69E-18</td>
<td>1.06E-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-8.47E-19</td>
<td>-2.12E-19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.15 Transversely isotropic, elastic constants of AP specimens (a) longitudinal modulus (b) shear modulus (c) Poisson's ratio
Table 4.13 Initial input values of MT specimens at different effective pressures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>σ'</th>
<th>εv</th>
<th>ε1</th>
<th>ε2</th>
<th>VsV</th>
<th>G12</th>
<th>VpV</th>
<th>VpH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>psi</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>ft/sec</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>ft/sec</td>
<td>ft/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0428677</td>
<td>0.012012</td>
<td>0.0154278</td>
<td>809.762</td>
<td>15028.414</td>
<td>1244.879</td>
<td>1229.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.109664</td>
<td>0.032441</td>
<td>0.0386116</td>
<td>961.574</td>
<td>21191.604</td>
<td>1409.619</td>
<td>1403.261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.1674879</td>
<td>0.051338</td>
<td>0.0580749</td>
<td>1063.251</td>
<td>25910.147</td>
<td>1515.915</td>
<td>1516.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.2163365</td>
<td>0.066413</td>
<td>0.0749617</td>
<td>1141.848</td>
<td>29882.333</td>
<td>1596.160</td>
<td>1601.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.2592019</td>
<td>0.080396</td>
<td>0.0894028</td>
<td>1206.791</td>
<td>33378.167</td>
<td>1661.317</td>
<td>1671.190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.14 Values of recovered elastic constants for MT specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>σ'</th>
<th>ν12MT</th>
<th>ν21MT</th>
<th>E1MT</th>
<th>E2MT</th>
<th>G12MT</th>
<th>G23MT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>psi</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.123</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>35143.447</td>
<td>33959.295</td>
<td>15028.414</td>
<td>19367.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-0.075</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>45427.897</td>
<td>44826.053</td>
<td>21191.604</td>
<td>24218.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>52661.897</td>
<td>52635.576</td>
<td>25910.147</td>
<td>27037.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>57933.986</td>
<td>58414.911</td>
<td>29882.333</td>
<td>30764.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>62757.746</td>
<td>63729.850</td>
<td>33378.167</td>
<td>31317.874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.15 Errors of the non-linear equations for MT specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>σ'</th>
<th>Equation 4.10</th>
<th>Equation 4.11</th>
<th>Equation 4.16</th>
<th>Equation 4.17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>psi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>2.84E-14</td>
<td>-3.81E-18</td>
<td>4.24E-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.84E-14</td>
<td>2.84E-14</td>
<td>8.47E-19</td>
<td>1.48E-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>-2.84E-14</td>
<td>1.28E-12</td>
<td>1.70E-16</td>
<td>6.20E-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>3.12E-13</td>
<td>1.71E-13</td>
<td>-7.41E-19</td>
<td>-1.74E-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>-2.84E-14</td>
<td>2.84E-14</td>
<td>3.71E-19</td>
<td>1.69E-18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4.16 Transversely isotropic elastic constants of MT specimens (a) longitudinal modulus (b) shear modulus (c) Poisson’s ratio
Table 4.16 Initial input values of MV specimens at different effective pressure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\sigma'$</th>
<th>$e_v$</th>
<th>$e_1$</th>
<th>$e_2$</th>
<th>$V_{Sv}$</th>
<th>$G_{12}$</th>
<th>$V_{pV}$</th>
<th>$V_{pH}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>psi</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>ft/sec</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>ft/sec</td>
<td>ft/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.041927</td>
<td>0.013953</td>
<td>0.013987</td>
<td>845.296</td>
<td>16376.278</td>
<td>1309.171</td>
<td>1287.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.115302</td>
<td>0.038257</td>
<td>0.038523</td>
<td>1003.004</td>
<td>23057.043</td>
<td>1485.917</td>
<td>1468.598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.173706</td>
<td>0.058565</td>
<td>0.057570</td>
<td>1108.567</td>
<td>28165.810</td>
<td>1600.171</td>
<td>1585.951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.223873</td>
<td>0.077231</td>
<td>0.073321</td>
<td>1190.137</td>
<td>32463.251</td>
<td>1686.525</td>
<td>1674.859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.265803</td>
<td>0.092614</td>
<td>0.086594</td>
<td>1257.518</td>
<td>36243.221</td>
<td>1756.703</td>
<td>1747.239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.17 Values of recovered elastic constants for MV specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\sigma'$</th>
<th>$V_{12MV}$</th>
<th>$V_{21MV}$</th>
<th>$E_{1MV}$</th>
<th>$E_{2MV}$</th>
<th>$G_{12MV}$</th>
<th>$G_{23MV}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>psi</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>psi</td>
<td>psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
<td>39119.559</td>
<td>37916.935</td>
<td>16376.278</td>
<td>19267.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-0.091</td>
<td>-0.101</td>
<td>49634.773</td>
<td>48584.722</td>
<td>23057.043</td>
<td>26735.446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>-0.086</td>
<td>57803.446</td>
<td>57208.408</td>
<td>28165.810</td>
<td>28710.433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>-0.095</td>
<td>63859.166</td>
<td>62862.232</td>
<td>32463.251</td>
<td>28456.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>-0.041</td>
<td>70445.245</td>
<td>68627.720</td>
<td>36243.221</td>
<td>30367.376</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.18 Errors of the non-linear equations for MV specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\sigma'$</th>
<th>Equation 4.10</th>
<th>Equation 4.11</th>
<th>Equation 4.16</th>
<th>Equation 4.17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-2.84E-14</td>
<td>-2.84E-14</td>
<td>-4.76E-19</td>
<td>4.24E-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>-1.27E-18</td>
<td>8.47E-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>3.18E-19</td>
<td>5.54E-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>6.35E-19</td>
<td>-1.27E-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4.17 Transversely isotropic elastic constants of MV specimens (a) Longitudinal modulus (b) shear modulus (c) Poisson’s ratio
From Tables 4.10 to 18 and Figures 4.15 to 17, the following observations can be made:

First, based on previous studies, initial values of $E_1$ and $E_2$ were assigned as 30000 psi and the values of $E_1$ were recovered as 34624, 35143, and 39119 psi for AP, MT and MT specimens under 10 psi effective confining pressure, respectively. Based on the recovered values of $E_1$, it appears that the amount of the rigidity in vertical direction of specimens increase in the order of AP<MT<MV as seen in Figure 4.18.

$E_2$ was found as 28383, 31421 and 37916 psi for AP, MT and MT specimens under 10 psi effective confining pressure, respectively. The amount of the compressional rigidity in horizontal direction or on isotropic planes of specimens increases in the order of AP<MT<MV as seen in Figure 4.19.

The highest values of longitudinal elastic moduli ($E_1$ and $E_2$) were obtained from MV specimen. The ratio of $E_1$ to $E_2$ for AP, MT and MV specimens were 1.2199, 1.035 and 1.032 under 10 psi effective confining pressure, respectively. It was clear that MV and MT specimens have a overall higher rigidity compare to AP specimens while the ratio of $E_1$ to $E_2$ for AP shows a very high cross anisotropy. The comparison of Figures 4.15(a) and (b) clearly implies that shear moduli are highly sensitive on soil fabric than longitudinal moduli in AP specimens.

$G_{12}$, shear modulus in the shear plane containing principal stresses $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_2$, was directly obtained from S-wave measurements in the vertical plane. $G_{12}$ was found as 10589, 15028 and 16376 psi for AP, MT and MT specimens under 10 psi effective confining pressure, respectively. Based on the values of $G_{12}$, elastic shear moduli becomes higher in the order AP<MT<MV as seen in Figure 4.20. It is also seen $G_{12}$ of AP specimen are significantly smaller than the ones of MT and MV specimens.
G_{23}, recovered elastic shear modulus, was found as 18998, 19367, and 19267 psi for AP, MT and MT specimens under 10 psi effective confining pressure, respectively. The amount of the stiffness G_{23} in horizontal direction and on the isotropic planes of specimens increase in the order AP<MT<MT. However, the values of the shear modulus were rather close as seen in Figure 4.21.

The ratios of G_{12} to G_{23} were 0.557, 0.776 and 0.850 for AP, MT and MV specimens under 10 psi effective confining pressure, respectively. It was shown that AP shows again distinguishable anisotropy compare to the other preparation techniques, but the differences are not large as compared with G_{12}.

Regarding the recovered Poisson’s ratios, based on previous studies, initial values of ν_{32} and ν_{12} were assigned as 0.1 (Hardin and Richart 1963; Anadarajah and Kuganenthira, 1995; Bellotti et al. 1996; Zeng and Li 1999). Poisson’s ratios were found so changeable under different effective confining pressures. Transversely composite materials can have Poisson’s ratios fallen in the range of -1 to 0.5. It implies that the results of our numerical studies were logical. The reason is that two independent tests were combined to obtain five independent elastic constants. Wave velocity measurements, which are low-strain tests, can be conducted without compromising the stress history of the soils. If during the tests an approximate magnitude of strain falls into the range between 10^{-6} to 10^{-5}, the range is acceptable to determine elastic characteristics of soils. However, after the results of the consolidation test were obtained by Equations 4.16 and 4.17, those axial strains fell into the range between 10^{-4} to 10^{-5} and the small axial range difference might significantly affect the Poisson ratios. A numerical study was made to understand this behavior. Values of P-wave velocities in vertical and horizontal directions were reduced 1% from the original values and run the recovery
program again and Poisson's ratios changed 47% but the other longitudinal modulus did not change more than 2%. It is clear that these errors come from experiments and/or recovery technique. The results may not affect significantly longitudinal moduli values, but the Poisson's ratios are affected.

Figure 4.18 Influence of preparation techniques on longitudinal modulus in vertical direction, $E_1$

Figure 4.19 Influence of preparation techniques on longitudinal modulus in horizontal direction, $E_2$
4.5.3 Determination of Inherent Anisotropy

Many researchers indicated that the anisotropy of soils can be qualitatively identified by elastic constants determined in different directions in the granular materials (Schmertman, 1977; Ishibashi and Agarwal, 1991; Agarwal and Ishibashi, 1992; Ishibashi and Kiku, 1995; Santamarina et al., 1996; Hoque et al., 1996; Zeng et al., 1998 and 1999). As discussed in Section 4.5.2, the effects of the anisotropy on elastic wave measurements were explained quantitatively in terms of the elastic constants. It was observed that the recovered elastic constants of the reconstituted specimens were related...
to the soil fabric. Here, an anisotropy indexes $A^E$ for transversely isotropic AP, MT and MV specimens was defined as:

$$A^E = \frac{S^E}{E^E}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.18)

where

$$S^E = \frac{G_{12}}{G_{23}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.19)

$$E^E = \frac{E_1}{E_2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.20)

$S^E$ is the ratio of shear modulus in vertical to horizontal planes for the reconstituted specimen. $E^E$ is ratio of longitudinal modulus in vertical to horizontal planes. The values of $A^E$ are shown in Table 4.19 and Figure 4.22 for AP, MT and MV specimens using the same subscripts, respectively. It is observed that $A^E$ is very sensitive to the sample preparation techniques. If the specimens were isotropic material, $A^E$ values should be unity. The closest $A^E$ values to unity were given by MV specimen. It can be said that MV technique creates more isotropic soil structure than AP and MT. AP specimen gave the farthest values from unity and MT is intermediate. Based on these observations, $A^E$ values might be useful tool to explain their anisotropy levels.
Figure 4.22 Anisotropy index ($A^E$) calculated from elastic constants

Table 4.19 Values of anisotropy index ($A^E$) for the specimens under different effective pressures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>MT</th>
<th>MV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$G_{12}/G_{23}$</td>
<td>$E_1/E_2$</td>
<td>$A^E_{AP}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psi</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.557</td>
<td>1.2199</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>1.0713</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>1.0507</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>1.066</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.5.4 Relationship between Anisotropy Index and Liquefaction Resistance

As mentioned earlier, Ishibashi and Kiku (1995) numerically simulated liquefaction experiments and directional wave measurements to propose a parameter, which was used to define the effects of anisotropy on liquefaction resistance. The proposed parameter, \( \frac{G_{\text{avg}}}{(E_v/E_h)^3} \), included directional rigidities. A similar attempt is made to correlate anisotropic indexes, \( A_f^e \), \( A^e_{vT} \) and \( A^e_{vV} \) to liquefaction resistance.

The results of cyclic triaxial tests such as the one in Figure 4.2 can be expressed by the best fit curves with exponential decay function (Ferrito et al., 1979). Cyclic stress ratio (CSR) can be written as a function of \( N \) as:

\[
CSR = ae^{-N^b}
\]

(4.21)

where \( N \) is the number of cycles, \( a \) and \( b \) are constants. Previous studies informed that “\( a \)” and “\( b \)” vary with:

- Relative density
- Unit weight
- Soil fabric
- Fine content
- Aging and cementation
- Grain characteristic
- Saturation degree

In this study, all parameters listed above are the same for AP, MT and MV specimens except soil fabric. Therefore, it can be assumed that “\( a \)” in Equation 4.21 is only a function of soil fabric when \( b=1 \) is assigned for a simplicity. Here, by assuming
that “a” in Equation 4.21 can be expressed by means of anisotropic, a pseudo cyclic stress ratio (CSR*) is proposed and defined as:

\[ CSR^* = \left( A_{E}^{a} \right)^{\frac{1}{N}} \]  

(4.22)

It should be noted that CSR* values are assigned individually for AP, MT and MV specimens, using indexes \( A_{AP}^{E} \), \( A_{MT}^{E} \) and \( A_{MV}^{E} \), respectively.

To get similar tendencies of CSR* variation as in CSR values, \( n=1.5 \) was chosen and CSR* values were then computed using anisotropic indexes \( A_{AP}^{E} \), \( A_{MT}^{E} \) and \( A_{MV}^{E} \) values obtained from the wave measurement experiments. Calculated CSR* values are listed in the right side of Table 4.20 alongside the experimentally obtained CSR values at the right side of the table.

Table 4.20 Experimental CSR and pseudo CSR* at different number of cycles (N)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>CSR</th>
<th>CSR*</th>
<th>CSR</th>
<th>CSR*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>MT</td>
<td>MV</td>
<td>AP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>0.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>0.321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>0.319</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.21 Ratio of experimental CSR to pseudo CSR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>CSR/CSR*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>AP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.760</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.23 Ratio of CSR to CSR* against the number of cycles

Next, CSR values were normalized with the corresponding pseudo CSR* values. Those normalized CSR/CSR* are seen Table 4.21 and plotted against N in Figure 4.23. It is clear from the figure that the parameter \( A_E \) eliminates the effect of specimen preparation techniques.

4.5.5 Relationship between Liquefaction Resistance and Shear Wave Velocity

Numerous studies have been conducted focusing on the assessment of the liquefaction resistance of soils in both laboratory and field studies. The results indicated
that using shear wave velocities for evaluating liquefaction potential of soils is to give good correlations. (Tokimatsu et al. 1986; Tokimatsu and Uchida, 1990; Andrus, 1999; Stokoe et al. 1999, Kayabali, 1998).

When the evaluation of liquefaction resistance of soil from shear wave velocity ($V_s$) is considered, the correlation of $V_s$ and anisotropy might be exist. It is known that shear wave velocity is a function of shear modulus and density of the soil. In this case, density or mass is same for AP, MT and MV specimens. Therefore, anisotropy should be directly related to shear modulus.

In this section, a simpler anisotropic parameter is tested to see the effect of induced anisotropy on liquefaction resistance. As mentioned previously, Hardin and Richart (1963), and Hardin and Black (1968) specified shear modulus as:

$$G = A^S \cdot F(e) \cdot g(\sigma')$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.23)

$$A^S = f(H, S, \tau_0, C, a, f, \theta, T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.24)

where $A^S$ is a function of several parameters: $H$, ambient stress and vibration history; $S$, degree of saturation; $\tau_0$, octahedral shear stress; $C$, grain characteristics; $a$, amplitude of strain; $f$, frequency of vibration; $\theta$, soil fabric; and $T$, temperature parameter. $g(\sigma')$ is a function of effective confining stress. Previous studies pointed out that shear modulus ($G$) is function of effective pressure ($\sigma'$) with $n$th power, and $n$ is approximately 0.5 for sand. Lastly, $F(e)$ is a function of void ratio and is defined as:

$$F(e) = \left(\frac{2.17 - e}{e}\right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.25)
where \( e \) is void ratio of soil specimens, and \( G \) and \( \sigma' \) are expressed in psi. Considering effective pressure and void ratio effects, Equation 4.23 is rewritten to define shear modulus anisotropic index \( A^S \):

\[
A^S = \frac{G}{F(e)(\sigma')^{0.5}}
\]  (4.26)

Here, void ratio (\( e \)) is 0.705 for 50% relative density. Equation 4.26, and \( G \) values were obtained from Equations 4.1c, 4.2c and 4.3c. The values of \( A^S \) are shown in Table 4.23. \( A^S_{AP} \), \( A^S_{MT} \) and \( A^S_{MV} \) are functions of the parameters given in Equation 4.24. All parameters are eliminated in Equation 4.26 for all reconstituted specimens except soil fabric. Therefore, differences among \( A^S_{AP} \), \( A^S_{MT} \) and \( A^S_{MV} \) values only reflect the effect of soil fabric. If the ratios of \( A^S_{AP} \), \( A^S_{MT} \), \( A^S_{MV} \) to \( A^S_{AP} \) are taken, as seen in the right side of Table 4.23, the ratios represent the effects of soil-fabric on the specimens relative to AP specimen. In fact, the ratio \( A^S_{MT} \), \( A^S_{MV} \), as an example, is reduced to \( G_{12MT}/G_{12AP} \) since \( F(e) \) and \( (\sigma')^{0.5} \) are the same for both specimens. If the ratios with power of 2\(^{nd} \) (\( n=2 \)) is put into Equation 4.22, the second pseudo CSR** can be defined as:

\[
CSR_{AP}^{**} = \left( \frac{A^S_{AP}}{A^S_{AP}} \right)^2 e^{\frac{1}{N}} = \left( \frac{G_{12AP}}{G_{12AP}} \right)^2 e^{\frac{1}{N}}
\]  (4.27)

\[
CSR_{MT}^{**} = \left( \frac{A^S_{MT}}{A^S_{AP}} \right)^2 e^{\frac{1}{N}} = \left( \frac{G_{12MT}}{G_{12AP}} \right)^2 e^{\frac{1}{N}}
\]  (4.28)

\[
CSR_{MV}^{**} = \left( \frac{A^S_{MV}}{A^S_{AP}} \right)^2 e^{\frac{1}{N}} = \left( \frac{G_{12MV}}{G_{12AP}} \right)^2 e^{\frac{1}{N}}
\]  (4.29)

where \( N \) is the number of cycles. \( N=2 \) was selected based on trial and terror method to best fit the results.
Table 4.22 Shear wave anisotropic index $A^s$ for AP, MT, and MV under different effective confining pressures ($S=0\%$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\sigma$ (psi)</th>
<th>$A^s_{AP}$</th>
<th>$A^s_{MT}$</th>
<th>$A^s_{MV}$</th>
<th>$\frac{A^s_{AP}}{A^s_{AP}}$</th>
<th>$\frac{A^s_{MT}}{A^s_{AP}}$</th>
<th>$\frac{A^s_{MV}}{A^s_{AP}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2660.341</td>
<td>3775.394</td>
<td>4114.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.419</td>
<td>1.546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2656.288</td>
<td>3764.419</td>
<td>4095.791</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.417</td>
<td>1.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2653.919</td>
<td>3758.014</td>
<td>4085.176</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.416</td>
<td>1.539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2652.240</td>
<td>3753.476</td>
<td>4077.661</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.415</td>
<td>1.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2650.938</td>
<td>3749.960</td>
<td>4071.842</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.415</td>
<td>1.536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.23 Experimental CSR and pseudo CSR** at different number of cycles (N) ($S=0\%$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>CSR</th>
<th>CSR**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>0.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.496</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CSR** values are computed in Table 4.23 alongside the experimental CSR values for AP, MT and MV specimens. Then, CSR values are normalized by corresponding CSR** values as shown in Table 4.24 and Figure 4.24. Figure 4.24 shows a unique relationship between liquefaction resistance and the number of cycles regardless of preparation techniques. The results in Table 4.24 and Figure 4.24 indicate that the differences of shear moduli of soil specimens also give a very selective distinction in terms of relationship of liquefaction resistance to initial soil fabric.
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In the previous discussion, S-wave values were obtained from initially dry soil specimens. On the other hand, in the field, soil deposits are almost fully saturated and S-wave measurements may be obtained under fully saturated condition. Therefore, saturation effects on S-wave velocity are considered next.

Table 4.24 Ratio of experimental CSR to pseudo CSR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>CSR/CSR**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.24 Ratio of CSR to CSR** against the number of cycles

Similarly obtained values of $A^S$ are shown in Table 4.25 for $S=100\%$ conditions. $A^S_{AP}$, $A^S_{MT}$ and $A^S_{MV}$ are obtained from Equations 4.1d, 4.2d and 4.3d for fully saturation.
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conditions. The values of S-wave measurements in saturated specimens are used to obtain further modified CSR*** as:

\[ \text{CSR}_{AP}^{***} = \left( \frac{A_{SP}^S}{A_{AP}^S} \right)^{2.5} e^{\frac{1}{N}} = \left( \frac{G_{12AP}}{G_{12AP}} \right)^{2.5} e^{\frac{1}{N}} \] (4.30)

\[ \text{CSR}_{MT}^{***} = \left( \frac{A_{SM}^S}{A_{AP}^S} \right)^{2.5} e^{\frac{1}{N}} = \left( \frac{G_{12MT}}{G_{12AP}} \right)^{2.5} e^{\frac{1}{N}} \] (4.31)

\[ \text{CSR}_{MV}^{***} = \left( \frac{A_{SM}^S}{A_{AP}^S} \right)^{2.5} e^{\frac{1}{N}} = \left( \frac{G_{12MV}}{G_{12AP}} \right)^{2.5} e^{\frac{1}{N}} \] (4.32)

This is a slight modification from Equations 4.27 to 4.29 (dry case), where the power n was 2.0, instead 2.5 used in CSR***. The values of the pseudo cyclic stress ratios (CSR***') are given in Table 4.26, alongside the experimental CSR values for AP, MT, and MV specimens. Then CSR values are normalized by corresponding CSR*** values as shown in Table 4.27. According to Table 4.27 and Figure 4.25, for full saturation condition, this normalization also gives very selective and good relation based on cyclic triaxial test data.

Table 4.25 Shear wave anisotropy index \( A^S \) for AP, MT, and MV under different effective pressures (S=100%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \sigma ) (psi)</th>
<th>( A^S_{AP} )</th>
<th>( A^S_{MT} )</th>
<th>( A^S_{MV} )</th>
<th>( \frac{A^S_{AP}}{A^S_{AP}} )</th>
<th>( \frac{A^S_{MT}}{A^S_{AP}} )</th>
<th>( \frac{A^S_{MV}}{A^S_{AP}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2876.095</td>
<td>3872.263</td>
<td>4205.275</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.345</td>
<td>1.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2849.116</td>
<td>3760.637</td>
<td>4086.881</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.320</td>
<td>1.434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2832.299</td>
<td>3696.837</td>
<td>4019.176</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.305</td>
<td>1.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2820.428</td>
<td>3652.228</td>
<td>3971.820</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.295</td>
<td>1.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2811.255</td>
<td>3617.998</td>
<td>3935.472</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.287</td>
<td>1.400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.26 Experimental CSR and pseudo CSR*** at different number of cycles (N) 
(S=100%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>CSR</th>
<th>CSR***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>MT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>0.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.496</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.27 Ratio of experimental CSR to pseudo CSR***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>(CSR/CSR***)_AP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.25 ratio of CSR to CSR*** against the number of cycles
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4.5.6 Examination of Liquefaction Resistance by Anisotropy Index Parameters

From the preceding observations, it is apparent that anisotropy due to soil fabric has a significant effect on the resulting cyclic stress ratio of Virginia Beach sand. Therefore, three similar anisotropy indexes were identified by elastic constants for each type of reconstituted soil specimens. To investigate relationship between the anisotropy indexes and the liquefaction resistances of reconstituted specimens under cyclic loading, pseudo cyclic stress ratios were created in terms of anisotropy indexes as summarized Table 4.28. Cyclic stress ratios of the specimens were normalized with corresponding pseudo cyclic stress ratios.

As seen in Figures 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25, the effects of sample preparation techniques on the liquefaction resistance are apparently eliminated by normalized cyclic stress ratios with CSR*, CSR** and CSR***. All these results confirm the presumptions of this study; the differences between the liquefaction cyclic stress ratios of reconstituted specimens are related to inherent anisotropy and those anisotropy can be quantitatively identified by anisotropic elastic constants.

Another conclusion is made that S-wave velocities in vertical direction are also sensitive to identify the level of anisotropy. To obtain CSR*, it was assumed that the specimens were transversely isotropic. Five independent elastic constants (\(G_{12}, E_1, E_2, \nu_{12}\) and \(\nu_{23}\)) were quantitatively recovered by the results of directional elastic wave measurements and consolidation tests. Therefore, CSR* represents all directional mechanical characteristics of the specimens and it requires a complex procedure. However, CSR** and CSR*** gave also very good correlations and they were just obtained from the results of S-wave velocities in vertical direction. Those are much simpler then CSR* and yet gave good correlations. It is practical to say that S-wave
velocities are enough to represent the level of inherent anisotropy and can be a useful tool to define the effect of anisotropy on the liquefaction resistance.

Table 4.28 Pseudo cyclic stress ratios of AP, MT, and MV specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudo Cyclic Stress Ratio</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>MT</th>
<th>MV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSR*</td>
<td>$\left( \frac{G_{12,AP}^S}{G_{12,AP}^E} \right)^{1.5} \cdot \frac{1}{e^N}$</td>
<td>$\left( \frac{G_{12,MT}^S}{G_{12,MT}^E} \right)^{1.5} \cdot \frac{1}{e^N}$</td>
<td>$\left( \frac{G_{12,MV}^S}{G_{12,MV}^E} \right)^{1.5} \cdot \frac{1}{e^N}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR**</td>
<td>$\left( \frac{G_{12,AP}^S}{G_{12,AP}^E} \right)^{2} \cdot \frac{1}{e^N}$</td>
<td>$\left( \frac{G_{12,MT}^S}{G_{12,MT}^E} \right)^{2} \cdot \frac{1}{e^N}$</td>
<td>$\left( \frac{G_{12,MV}^S}{G_{12,MV}^E} \right)^{2} \cdot \frac{1}{e^N}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR***</td>
<td>$\left( \frac{G_{12,AP}^S}{G_{12,AP}^E} \right)^{2.5} \cdot \frac{1}{e^N}$</td>
<td>$\left( \frac{G_{12,MT}^S}{G_{12,MT}^E} \right)^{2.5} \cdot \frac{1}{e^N}$</td>
<td>$\left( \frac{G_{12,MV}^S}{G_{12,MV}^E} \right)^{2.5} \cdot \frac{1}{e^N}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lastly, if CSR** and CSR*** are compared to each other, saturation degree also has some effects on initial mechanical characteristics of the specimens. Since natural sand deposits under the investigation of liquefaction resistance are almost fully saturated, CSR*** is to be a possible solution to eliminate the effects of anisotropy on the liquefaction resistance of a soil.
CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Summary of Research

In this study, the effects of inherent anisotropy due to different sample preparation techniques on liquefaction resistance and its relation to the elastic properties of soil specimens were investigated. Cyclic triaxial test, elastic wave measurement, and consolidation tests were conducted under isotropic stress condition ($\sigma_1=\sigma_2=\sigma_3$) and thus, the effects of stress induced anisotropy were eliminated. Virginia Beach (VB) sand, a highly liquefiable uniform sand with 50% relative density, was chosen for the testing.

By using three different preparation techniques (air pluviation (AP), moist tamping (MT), and moist vibration (MV)), three different soil fabrics were created. Specimens were fully saturated and consolidated under the same effective stress ($\sigma'_{c}=10$ psi), and undrained cyclic triaxial tests were performed to determine the liquefaction resistance of each soil specimen. A relationship of liquefaction resistance in terms of cyclic stress ratio (CSR) to the number of cyclic loads was established for AP, MT and MV specimens. It was observed that inherent anisotropy was highly influential on the liquefaction resistance of VB sand.

Before each cyclic triaxial test, elastic wave velocities were measured by means of a pulse transmission method to determine the mechanical properties of each specimen. Thus, the effects of the anisotropy on the liquefaction resistance were investigated in a quantitative way. Isotropic consolidation tests were also conducted to determine the compressibility of each specimen. During the consolidation tests, elastic wave velocities...
were also measured to examine the effects of effective confining stress and degree of saturation.

Anisotropic elastic constants of soil specimens were recovered quantitatively from elastic wave measurements and consolidation test data. Inherent anisotropy due to different preparation techniques was identified by recovered anisotropic constants. Several anisotropic indexes based on anisotropic elastic constants were identified to relate liquefaction resistance to these anisotropic indexes.

5.2 Conclusions

The following conclusions were drawn from this research:

1. The liquefaction resistances of AP specimens were found to be the lowest of all specimens. The liquefaction resistances of MV specimens gave the strongest responses.

2. It was found that P-wave velocities in both directions are nearly identical for MT and MV, but not for AP specimens. The AP technique, in comparison with the others, creates a slightly rigid specimen in a vertical direction, while MT and MV techniques create rather isotropic grain structures. In addition, the highest P-wave velocities in any direction are given by MV technique. At 10 psi effective confining pressure, the ratios of $V_{p_v}$ to $V_{p_h}$ for AP, MT and MV specimens are 1.085, 1.007 and 0.998, respectively.

3. During the water saturation process, compression wave velocities were measured as a function of saturation degree. There were some differences between theoretical P-wave velocities and the experimental values. It may be quite possible in the experiment that the pores of specimens might not be distributed uniformly. Flushing de-aired water travels from the bottom of the specimens to the top and air bubbles...
could be stacked at the top. However, P-waves can be transmitted through the fully saturated pathways in the media.

4. $V_p$ and $V_{ph}$ velocities are highly affected by the presence of air in the porous media. P-wave velocity increases with increasing confining pressure when specimens are dry. When the same porous volume is filled with de-aired water, fully saturated specimens give similar magnitudes of $V_p$ at different effective pressures.

5. Under dry and saturated conditions, S-waves of all reconstituted specimens increased with an increasing effective confining pressure. In addition, the effects of AP, MT and MV techniques on S-waves can be clearly distinguished in comparison with the curves of P-wave velocities. The smallest magnitudes of S-wave velocities at dry and saturated conditions are obtained by the AP technique, while the highest S-wave velocities occurred for the MV specimens for all levels of the effective confining pressure. Under 10 psi effective confining pressure, the differences in S-wave velocity of MV and AP specimens were about 21.76% at $S=0\%$ and 21.52% at $S=100\%$. This shows a clear relationship between the anisotropy and shear modulus of the specimens.

6. According to isotropic consolidation test results, it was clear that the preparation techniques caused significant differences in terms of the volumetric and axial strains. It was observed that the amount of volumetric strain ($\epsilon_v$), and the axial strain ($\epsilon_1$) were highest for the AP specimens, followed by the MT, and the MV specimens in that order. It was also indicated from these experiments that the AP technique creates a highly anisotropic soil structure as evidence by the high ratio of $\epsilon_1 / \epsilon_v$.

7. By assuming transverse isotropy of the specimens the five elastic constants ($E_1$, $E_2$, $G_{12}$, $v_{21}$ and $v_{23}$) were recovered numerically by a commercial computer program,
“Mathematica,” for AP, MT and MV specimens under different effective confining pressures. Only $G_{12}$ was directly calculated from S-wave measurements. Longitudinal moduli $E_1$ and $E_2$ did not show clear distinguishable differences, while $G_{12}$ showed clear differences due to preparation techniques.

8. Three anisotropy indexes were identified by elastic constants for each type of reconstituted soil specimens. Pseudo cyclic stress ratios were then created based on anisotropy indexes and liquefaction cyclic stress ratios were further normalized with corresponding pseudo cyclic stress ratios in following manner.

9. First normalization by $CSR^*$: $S^E (= G_{12}/G_{23})$, the ratio of shear modulus in vertical to horizontal planes, and $E^E (= E_1/E_2)$, ratio of longitudinal modulus in vertical to horizontal planes were obtained. By taking further the ratio of $S^E$ to $E^E$, an anisotropy index parameter $A^E (S^E/E^E)$ was created. A pseudo cyclic stress ratio $(CSR^* = (A^E)^{1.5} e^{1/N})$ was then created. The values of CSR of the specimens were normalized with $CSR^*$. The $CSR/CSR^*$ ratio showed a rather unique curve against the number of cyclic load, $N$ regardless of differently prepared specimens.

10. Second and third normalizations by $CSR^{**}$ and $CSR^{***}$: It was observed that shear modulus in vertical plane ($G_{12}$) showed as a promising variation for the sample preparation techniques. Pseudo cyclic stress ratios, $CSR^{**}$ and $CSR^{***}$, were created as $(G_{12}/G_{12AP})^{2.0} e^{1/N}$ and $(G_{12}/G_{12AP})^{2.5} e^{1/N}$, respectively, for $S=0\%$ and $S=100\%$ conditions. Then, the values of CSR of the specimens were normalized with $CSR^{**}$ and $CSR^{***}$ depending on the saturation condition. It was observed that both of the normalized cyclic stress ratios had very good correlation and merged the values of CSR of the AP, MT and MV specimens into a very narrow band. It was confirmed...
that the influence of the anisotropy induced by soil fabric on liquefaction resistance is to be eliminated simply using shear moduli ratio of different fabric specimens.

5.3 Recommendations for Future Works

In this study, one type of soil with a density was used. By using different types of soils, this research could be expanded to find standard correction factors for all kinds of soils. Some other factors include granular shapes and fine content and chemical aging of sand deposits. These could be future works of this research. As mentioned in Chapter 2, evaluating liquefaction resistance using shear wave velocity measurements in the field has been started and several researchers have been attempting to simplify the procedures. Still there is a gap between laboratory and in-situ experiments. Based on the conclusions and considering the values of shear wave velocities of sand samples in the field and laboratory, this gap can be filled. Therefore, the current research should be expanded to recover in-situ conditions and its relationship to laboratory reconstituted specimens.
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APPENDIX A

CYCLIC TRIAXIAL TEST RECORDS
Figure A.1 Results of cyclic triaxial test on AP Specimen at Initial Conditions:

Dr=49.99% , $\sigma'_0=10$ psi, B=0.96
Figure A.2 Results of cyclic triaxial test on AP Specimen at Initial Conditions:

Dr=51.36%, $\sigma_0'=10$ psi, B=0.95
Figure A.3 Results of cyclic triaxial test on AP Specimen at Initial Conditions:

Dr=51.35\%, \sigma'_0=10\ psi, B=0.99
Figure A.4 Results of cyclic triaxial test on MT Specimen at Initial Conditions:

Dr=49.07% , $\sigma_0'$=10 psi, $B$=0.98
Figure A.5 Results of cyclic triaxial test on MT Specimen at Initial Conditions:

\( D_r = 48.28\% \), \( \sigma_0 = 10 \text{ psi} \), \( B = 0.94 \)
Figure A.6 Results of cyclic triaxial test on MT Specimen at Initial Conditions:

\( \text{Dr}=48.36\% \), \( \sigma_0'=10 \text{ psi} \), \( B=0.95 \)
Figure A.7 Results of cyclic triaxial test on MV Specimen at Initial Conditions:

Dr=48.74\%, \sigma_0'=10 \text{ psi}, B=0.96
Figure A.8 Results of cyclic triaxial test on MV Specimen at Initial Conditions:

Dr=48.0% , $\sigma_0$=10 psi, B=0.98
Figure A.9 Results of cyclic triaxial test on MV Specimen at Initial Conditions:

Dr=49.32% , σ₀'=10 psi, B=0.94
APPENDIX B

FREQUENCY EFFECT ON ELASTIC WAVE VELOCITIES

Frequency effects were investigated for all elastic waves. All elastic wave records here were obtained under 5 psi effective pressure for $V_{p_v}$, $V_{p_h}$, $V_{s_v}$ of AP specimen. Frequency was changed from 3 kHz to 30 kHz.

All wave records here were obtained from the hard copies of the oscilloscope display.

Figures B1 through B9 show wave records for $V_{p_v}$, under different frequencies.

Figures B10 through B19 show wave records for $V_{p_h}$, under different frequencies.

Figures B20 through B28 show wave records for $V_{s_v}$, under different frequencies.
Figure B-1 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vp) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, \( \sigma' = 5 \) psi, S=0%, input frequency (f) = 3.0 kHz
Figure B-2 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vpv) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, \( \sigma = 5 \) psi, S=0%, input frequency \( (f) = 5.0 \) kHz
Figure B-3 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vpv) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, $\sigma'=5$ psi, S=0%, input frequency ($f$) = 7.0 kHz
Figure B-4 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_{pv}$) for AP specimen at $D_r=50.35\%$, $\sigma=5$ psi, $S=0\%$, input frequency ($f$) = 9.0 kHz
Figure B-5 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vp_v) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, σ’=5 psi, S=0%, input frequency (f) = 11.0 kHz
Figure B-6 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vpv) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, σ=5 psi, S=0%, input frequency (f) = 13.5 kHz
Figure B-7 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vp_v) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, σ=5 psi, S=0%, input frequency (f) = 17 kHz
Figure B-8 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_{pv}$) for AP specimen at $D_r=50.35\%$, $\sigma=5$ psi, $S=0\%$, input frequency ($f$) = $22.0$ kHz
Figure B-9 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_p$) for AP specimen at $\text{Dr}=50.35\%$, $\sigma=5$ psi, $S=0\%$, input frequency ($f$) = 30 kHz
Figure B-10 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{ph}$) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, $\sigma'$=5 psi, $S=0\%$, input frequency ($f$) = 3 kHz
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Figure B-11 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction (Vp_h) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, σ=5 psi, S=0%, input frequency (f) = 5 kHz
Figure B-12 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{ph}$) for AP specimen at $D_r=50.35\%$, $\sigma'=5$ psi, $S=0\%$, input frequency ($f$) = 7 kHz.
Figure B-13 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{ph}$) for AP specimen at $Dr=50.35\%$, $\sigma'=5$ psi, $S=0\%$, input frequency ($f$) = 9 kHz
Figure B-14 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction (Vp_h) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, \(\sigma'\)=5 psi, S=0%, input frequency (f) = 11 kHz
Figure B-15 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{ph}$) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, $\sigma'$=5 psi, $S$=0%, input frequency $(f) = 13.5$ kHz.
Figure B-16 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{ph}$) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, $\sigma$=5 psi, $S$=0%, input frequency ($f$) = 17 kHz
Figure B-17 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{ph}$) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, $\sigma'=5$ psi, $S=0\%$, input frequency ($f$) = 20 kHz
Figure B-18 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction (Vpₜ) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, σ=5 psi, S=0%, input frequency (f) = 22 kHz
Figure B-19 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction (Vph) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, σ'=5 psi, S=0%, input frequency (f) = 30 kHz
Figure B-20 Measurement of S-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{s}$) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35\%, $\sigma$=5 psi, $S=0\%$, input frequency ($f$) = 3 kHz
Figure B-21 Measurement of S-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{s_h}$) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, $\sigma$=5 psi, $S$=0%, input frequency ($f$) = 5 kHz
Figure B-22 Measurement of S-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{sv}$) for AP specimen at $Dr=50.35\%$, $\sigma'=5$ psi, $S=0\%$, input frequency ($f$) = 7 kHz
Figure B-23 Measurement of S-wave travel time in horizontal direction (Vs,) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, σ'=5 psi, S=0%, input frequency (f) = 9 kHz
Figure B-24 Measurement of S-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{sv}$) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, $\sigma$=5 psi, S=0%, input frequency (f) = 11 kHz.
Figure B-25 Measurement of S-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{s_h}$) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, $\sigma$=5 psi, S=0%, input frequency ($f$) = 13.5 kHz
Figure B-26 Measurement of S-wave travel time in horizontal direction (V_s) for AP specimen at D_r=50.35%, σ'=5 psi, S=0%, input frequency (f) = 17.0 kHz
Figure B-27 Measurement of S-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{sw}$) for AP specimen at $Dr=50.35\%$, $\sigma'=5$ psi, $S=0\%$, input frequency ($f$) = 22.0 kHz
Figure B-28 Measurement of S-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{s_h}$) for AP specimen at Dr=50.35%, $\sigma'=5$ psi, $S=0\%$, input frequency ($f$) = 30.0 kHz
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APPENDIX C
SATURATION EFFECT ON ELASTIC WAVE VELOCITIES

Water saturation effects were investigated for the elastic wave velocities in vertical direction. All elastic wave records here were obtained under 5 psi effective pressure for $V_{p,v}$, $V_{s,v}$ of a MV specimen.

All wave records here were obtained from the hard copies of the oscilloscope display. Figure C1 through C4 show wave records for $V_{p,v}$ under different saturation degrees. Figure C5 through C8 show wave records for $V_{s,v}$ under different frequencies.
Figure C-1 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vp_v) for MV specimen at Dr=49.07%, σ'=5 psi, B=0, input frequency (f) = 17 kHz
Figure C-2 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_{p_v}$) for MV specimen at Dr=49.07%, $\sigma'=5$ psi, $B=43$, input frequency ($f$) = 17 kHz.
Figure C-3 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (V_{pv}) for MV specimen at Dr=49.07%, \( \sigma =5 \) psi, \( B=76 \), input frequency (f) = 17 kHz
Figure C-4 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vpv) for MV specimen at Dr=49.07%, σ' = 5 psi, B=88, input frequency (f) = 17 kHz
Figure C-5 Measurement of S-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_{sv}$) for MV specimen at $Dr=49.07\%$, $a'=5$ psi, $B=0$, input frequency ($f$) = 5.0 kHz
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Figure C-6 Measurement of S-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vs,) for MV specimen at Dr=49.07%, σ'=5 psi, B=0, input frequency (f) = 7.0 kHz
Figure C-7 Measurement of S-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vs,) for MV specimen at Dr=49.07%, σ'=5 psi, B=94, input frequency (f) = 5 kHz
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Figure C-8 Measurement of S-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_{sv}$) for MV specimen at Dr=49.07%, $\sigma'_s=5$ psi, $B=94$, input frequency ($f$) = 9.0 kHz.
APPENDIX D

ELASTIC WAVE MEASUREMENTS UNDER DIFFERENT EFFECTIVE CONFINING PRESSURE AT DRY CONDITION

The effect of effective confining pressure ($\sigma'$) on elastic wave velocities were investigated. Specimens were first prepared at 5 psi vacuum pressure and effective pressure ($\sigma'$) was then increased to 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 psi. P-wave velocities in vertical and horizontal directions ($V_{pv}$ and $V_{ph}$) and S-wave velocity in vertical direction ($V_{sv}$) were measured. Some wave records here are presented for a MV specimen. All wave records here were obtained from the hard copies of the oscilloscope display.

Figure D1 through D6 show wave records for $V_{pv}$ under different effective stress at dry condition ($S=0\%$).

Figure D7 through D12 show wave records for $V_{ph}$ under different effective stress at dry condition ($S=0\%$).

Figure D13 through D17 show wave records for $V_{sv}$ under different effective stress at dry condition ($S=0\%$).
Figure D-1 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vp_v) for MV specimen at Dr=48.20%, σ'=5 psi, B=0, input frequency (f) = 17.0 kHz
Figure D-2 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vp_v) for MV specimen at Dr=48.20%, σ'=10 psi, B=0, input frequency (f) = 17.0 kHz.
Figure D-3 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (V_{pv}) for MV specimen at D_r=48.20\%, \sigma'\,=20 \, \text{psi}, B=0, input frequency (f) = 17.0 \, \text{kHz}
Figure D-4 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vp_v) for MV specimen at Dr=48.20%, σ′=30 psi, B=0, input frequency (f) = 17.0 kHz
Figure D-5 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vp_v) for MV specimen at Dr=48.20%, $\sigma'$=40 psi, B=0, input frequency ($f$) = 17.0 kHz.
Figure D-6 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vp,v) for MV specimen at Dr=48.20%, \( \sigma' = 50 \text{ psi} \), B=0, input frequency (f) = 17.0 kHz
Figure D-7 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{ph}$) for MV specimen at Dr=48.20\%, $\sigma'$=5 psi, B=0, input frequency ($f$) = 20 kHz
Figure D-8 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{ph}$) for MV specimen at $Dr=48.20\%$, $\sigma'=10$ psi, $B=0$, input frequency ($f$) = 20 kHz
Figure D-9 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction ($V_{ph}$) for MV specimen at $D_r=48.20\%$, $\sigma'=20$ psi, $B=0$, input frequency ($f$) = 20 kHz
Figure D-10 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction (V\(p_h\)) for MV specimen at Dr=48.20%, \(\sigma'=30\) psi, B=0, input frequency (f) = 20 kHz
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Figure D-11 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction (Vp_h) for MV specimen at Dr=48.20%, σ'=40 psi, B=0, input frequency (f) = 20 kHz
Figure D-12 Measurement of P-wave travel time in horizontal direction (V_{ph}) for MV specimen at Dr=48.20\%, \sigma' = 50 \text{ psi}, B=0, input frequency (f) = 20 kHz
Figure D-13 Measurement of S-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_{sh}$) for MV specimen at Dr=48.20%, $\sigma'=10$ psi, B=0, input frequency ($f$) = 7 kHz
Figure D-14 Measurement of S-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_{sh}$) for MV specimen at $Dr=48.20\%$, $\sigma'=20$ psi, B=0, input frequency ($f$) = 9 kHz
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Figure D-15 Measurement of S-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_{sh}$) for MV specimen at Dr=48.20%, $\sigma'=30$ psi, B=0, input frequency ($f$) = 9 kHz.
Figure D-16 Measurement of S-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_{sh}$) for MV specimen at $Dr = 48.20\%$, $\sigma'$ = 40 psi, $B$ = 0, input frequency ($f$) = 9 kHz.
Figure D-17 Measurement of S-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_{sh}$) for MV specimen at $Dr=48.20\%, \sigma' = 50$ psi, $B=0$, input frequency ($f$) = 9 kHz
APPENDIX E

ELASTIC WAVE MEASUREMENTS UNDER DIFFERENT EFFECTIVE CONFINING PRESSURE AT SATURATED CONDITION

Under different effective confining pressures ($\sigma'$) in the range from 10 to 50 psi, P-wave velocities and S-wave velocities in vertical direction were measured after saturated the specimens were saturated.

Some wave records of P and S-wave arrival times are presented. All wave records here were obtained from the hard copies of the oscilloscope display.

Figure E-1 through E-7 show wave records for $V_p$ under different effective stress at initially, $S=0\%$, and then $S=100\%$ for a MT specimen.

Figure E-8 through E-12 show wave records for $V_s$ under different effective stress for a AP specimen at $S=100\%$
Figure E-1 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (V\textsubscript{pv}) for MT specimen at Dr=49.2\%, c'\textsubscript{f}=10 psi, S=0\%, input frequency (f) = 11.0 kHz
Figure E-2 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_{pv}$) for MT specimen at Dr=49.2%, σ'=10 psi, S=100%, input frequency ($f$) = 22.0 kHz
Figure E-3 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_{p_v}$) for MT specimen at $D_r=49.2\%$, $\sigma'=20$ psi, $S=100\%$, input frequency ($f$) = 22.0 kHz.
Figure E-4 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vp_v) for MT specimen at Dr=49.2%, σ' = 30 psi, S=100%, input frequency (f) = 22.0 kHz.
Figure E-5 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vp_v) for MT specimen at Dr=49.2%, σ=40 psi, S=100%, input frequency (f) = 22.0 kHz
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Figure E-6 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_p$) for MT specimen at $D_r=49.2\%$, $\sigma'=40-50$ psi, $S=100\%$, input frequency ($f$) = 22.0 kHz
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Figure E-7 Measurement of P-wave travel time in vertical direction (V_pv) for MT specimen at Dr=49.2%, σ'=50 psi, S=100%, input frequency (f) = 22.0 kHz
Figure E-8 Measurement of S-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vsh) for AP specimen at Dr=50.02%, σ'=10 psi, S=100%, input frequency (f) = 7 kHz
Figure E-9 Measurement of S-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_{sh}$) for AP specimen at Dr=50.02%, $\sigma'$=20 psi, S=100%, input frequency ($f$) = 9 kHz.
Figure E-10 Measurement of S-wave travel time in vertical direction (Vsh) for AP specimen at Dr=50.02%, ε=30 psi, S=100%, input frequency (f) = 9 kHz
Figure E-11 Measurement of S-wave travel time in vertical direction ($V_{\text{sh}}$) for AP specimen at Dr=50.02%, $\sigma^d=40$ psi, $S=100\%$, input frequency ($f$) = 7 kHz
Figure E-12 Measurement of S-wave travel time in vertical direction (V_{sh}) for AP specimen at Dr=50.02%, $\sigma' = 50$ psi, $S = 100\%$, input frequency ($f$) = 7 kHz.
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